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1.1 Introduction 
When the first experimental observation of oscillatory magnetic behaviour was made 
by de Haas and van Alphen [1] in 1930 in bismuth, it was not realised just then what 
the underlying physical explanation should be A few months before, Landau had 
published a paper [2] in which he remarked that the magnetisation of a metal would 
be expected to exhibit a periodic variation because of the quantisation of the helical 
orbits of the conduction electrons Curiously enough both sides were unaware of the 
other's contribution at the time 
In 1952 Onsager [3] was the first to show that the period of these so-called de 
Haas - van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations was inversely proportional to the extremal 
area of the cross section of the Fermi surface A few years later Lifshitz and Ko-
sevich [4] worked out a more complete theory which not only confirmed Onsager's 
prediction concerning the periodicity of the oscillations but which also resulted in a 
quantitative expression for their amplitude and phase 
This chapter is meant to give a compact derivation of the Lifshitz-Kosevich 
expression and to explain the physical origin of the oscillations It is based on the 
semi-classical picture of Bloch electrons moving through a crystal lattice in addition 
to the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation rule The electrons are assumed to be inde­
pendent particles, the influence of many-body interactions on the Lifshitz-Kosevich 
expression is briefly sketched 
Some excellent reviews on the subject the dHvA effect are available, though 
not of recent date a detailed treatment by Shoenberg [5], an older overview by Gold 
[6] and a collection of relevant topics by several authors, edited by Springford [7] 
1.2 Electron motion in a magnetic field 
The semi-classical description of a Bloch electron in the presence of a magnetic field 
В is based on the Lorentz force equation 
hk=-e(vxB) (11) 
where k(i) is the electron wave vector and hk its crystal momentum The velocity 
ν is given by 
where c(k(i)) is the electron energy It follows immediately from these equations 
that both £(k(¿)) and the component of the wave vector along the magnetic field, 
% are constants of motion Integration of (1 1) with respect to time gives 
ft(k - ко) = -e(r - ro) x В (13) 
where r is the position vector of the electron in its classical trajectory The projection 
r' of the (helical) orbit on to the plane perpendicular to В is a scaled version of the 
trajectory of к in the reciprocal space The scaling factor is h/eB Furthermore the 
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В 
Figure 1.1 Semi-classical representation of the allowed states in the recip­
rocal space for a free electron metal when a magnetic field В is applied. Only 
states with energy less than the Fermi energy are shown. 
projected r-orbit is rotated 90° with respect to the k-orbit. In the free electron case 
the constant energy surfaces are spheres and the orbits are circular. In general the 
k-space orbits will not be circular and they often arc not even closed. The angular 
frequency with which the r' orbit is traversed is the so-called cyclotron frequency 
(..4) 
m* 
which depends on the cyclotron or orbit effective mass 
τη (ε, Км) = I - -
v
 ' "
;
 27Г l de 
(1.5) 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface at k\\. For those trajec­
tories in k-space which are closed, the projected r-space orbit will also be closed 
and according to the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule the periodic motion is expected to be 
quantised: 
<fp • dr' = ¿{hk - e A) • dr' = (n + η)2πη (1.6) 
where V χ A = Β, η is an integer and 7 is an undetermined phase factor. This 
quantum condition can be rewritten in terms of the flux Φ of В through the r'-
orbit: 
2тхп, . . _, 
Φ = ( η + 7) (1.7) 
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expressing that only those orbits are permitted through which the flux, apart from 
the phase factor, is an integral multiple of the fundamental flux quantum 2πΗ/ε 
The areas of the allowed orbits in real-space are therefore given by (η + ^ΊπΚ/εΒ, 
corresponding to allowed areas A
n
 in k-space 
i4„(e„,*1|)= h (η + Ί)Β (18) 
It is known as the Onsager relation, and shows that the effect of a magnetic field 
is to constrain the allowed states m k-space to lie on a series of so called Landau 
tubes with energies e
n
 (figure 1 1) Typically the quantum numbers η are large and 
in the limit of the correspondence principle which relates quantum behaviour at 
high quantum numbers with classical motion the degeneracy of each Landau level 
is expected to be such that it can just accommodate all the ( ν/47Γ3)Δ.4ι$Α:|| electrons 
which would be contained at zero magnetic field in an annular area ΔΑ = 2ттеВ/п. 
surrounding the orbit On average, the number of electron states 6D on a length of 
tube lying between k\\ and k\\ + бкц will be 
eBV 
6D =
 Ш
5Ъ (1 9) 
The area of the k-spacc orbit with quantum number η grows with increasing mag­
netic field and at the same time the projected area of the real-space orbit decreases 
in order to conserve the magnetic flux W hen the Landau state approaches an ex­
tremal cross-section of the Fermi surface AeXtT, the free energy will increase to a 
maximum If the magnetic field is increased a bit further, the tube becomes de­
pleted, causing a sudden lowering of the free energy Now the Landau state with 
quantum number (n — 1) is the outermost non-empty tube and will again give rise to 
an increase of the free energy until a new maximum is reached The maxima occur 
whenever А
п
 = А
СІІТ
, at regularly spaced intervals in 1/B given by 
27ГР 1 
7 л (1 10) 
This expression directly relates the periodicity of the oscillations of the free energy 
to the extremal cross section of the Fermi surface, ι e , it provides information about 
the Fermi surface topology 
1.3 The oscillatory part of the free energy 
In order to derive the magnetic moment of the electron system it proves convenient 
to start from the thermodynamic grand potential defined by 
Ω = Τ-\μ (111) 
where Τ is the free energy of the electron gas μ is the chemical potential and Лг is 
the number of electrons The vector magnetic moment is given by 
м~(£) 
( ¿ ) -
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Although M is derived from Ω by differentiation at constant μ, it does not imply 
that μ in fact is constant as В changes. The free energy Τ of an electron gas is 
given by 
r=Nß + kBT1£4l -Л«»)) (1-13) 
η 
where ƒ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and the summation is over all 
available states. The thermodynamic potential Ω is then 
Ω = -&вГ £ l n ( l + (>-<п)/*вТ) (1.14) 
Keeping in mind the degeneracy as specified in (1.9), the summation may be trans­
formed into an integral over ¿ц 
/
+0O /eBV\ г^ 
^ ^ ( ^ Ç l n d + e Ы-*п)/квТ (1.15) 
The levels e
n
 are assumed not to be broadened. So at Τ = 0 the contribution <5Ω of 
a thin slab through the Fermi surface normal to the magnetic field between k\\ and 
fell + 6k\\, is then 
\2IÎ4) (1.16) n=0 
where N is the highest value of n. The summation over η can now be worked out 
via the Poisson summation formula [5, p. 481]: 
^2 —• dn + 2 J^ / dn cos(27rpn) (1.17) 
When only the oscillatory terms in the summation are retained, the result for the 
thin slab becomes 
ΑΩ = ¿fen е
2
Д
: 
;) ¿¿cos 
" « - (1.18) 
The next step is the summation over all parallel slices through the Fermi surface, 
i.e., to integrate over k\\. For large Л" the argument of the cosine function is ap­
proximately 2πρΝ so the integrand will oscillate rapidly as A{k\\) varies from slice 
to slice. Only in the neighbourhood of stationary A will the contributions of the 
various slices add constructively, leading to 
Ω = -:- [2-V/2 e 
4π4πι * l fr) 
д
2
А\~и2~в 2 
) —/τ cos 
η Ρ
θ 2 
p=0 r dkl 
2πρ (¿-7Κ 
where F is the so called dHvA frequency given by 
ft 
F = - Azír 2π6 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
and the term PA 
~dk?, 
-1/2 
is the Fermi surface curvature factor. 
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1.4 Modifications of the ideal case 
It is very illustrative to treat the effect of finite temperature, electron scattering and 
electron spin on the amplitude of the harmonics ρ as a result of "phase smearing", 
i.e., to consider the dHvA frequency F to be varied over a small range around the 
value corresponding to the idealised situation. The distribution of F depends on 
the mechanism that is considered but in general will be a peaked function with a 
certain width. 
Let the argument of a cosine term in (1.19) be the variable φ. The net effect 
of a distribution in F is the replacement of cos^ by 
¡Р(ф/Х)со5(ф + ф)аф 
where φ is the departure from the standard value ψ and 0(ф/Х) is the distribution 
function of the phase smearing. It is defined in such a way that the probability of 
φ lying between φ and φ + άφ is proportional to 0(φ/Χ)άφ. The scaling parameter 
λ is characteristic of the particular kind of phase smearing under consideration and 
stands for the width of the phase smearing distribution function. If Λ <C 1 only 
small values for φ will contribute to (1.21) and reduces it to cos(^) indicating that 
the phase smearing is unimportant. For λ > 1, the dephasing is considerable and 
(1.21) can be written as 
Re 
е
гф
 J 0{ф/Х)е,фаф 
Re [e^GW/GiO)] (1.22) 
ΙΟ(φ/λ)άφ 
where G(X) is the Fourier transform of D(z) 
G{X) = Γ elXzD(z)dz (1.23) 
J — OD 
and ζ = φ/Χ. From (1.22) it is clear that - in general - the effect of the phase 
smearing is not only to reduce the amplitude of Ω by |G(A)|/G(0) but also to 
introduce a phase shift. In the case that D(z) is a symmetrical function of z, G(X) 
is real and the phase shift is zero. 
The following sections show the effects of Τ > 0, finite lifetimes and electron 
spin splitting. 
1.4.1 Thermal damping 
At finite but low temperatures the Fermi surface becomes slightly diffuse and the 
depletion of the states associated with the outermost tubes becomes less abrupt, 
leading to a thermal damping of the oscillations. The Fermi-Dirac function ƒ for 
Τ > 0 with chemical potential μ can be regarded as resulting from a distribution of 
zero temperature Fermi-Dirac functions, with their chemical potentials ζ distributed 
around μ. Since the dHvA frequency F is a function of μ, a distribution of ζ is 
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Figure 1.2 The thermal damping factor Ip as a function of Хт The dashed 
curve represents the approximation 2Хте~Хт for large Хт The dot corre­
sponds to m' = me, Τ = 1 К and В = 15 Τ 
equivalent to a smearing of the phase ψ The distribution function D is proportional 
to 
dC 2kBl (1 + cosh(C - /*)/АвГ) 
(124) 
The change φ of the phase that corresponds to a change (ζ — μ) of the Fermi energy 
is given by 
2πρ dF 2πρ m* 
Φ=
 Β
{ζ
'
μ)
ά
μ = -Β{ζ-μΚΗ 
(125) 
Then the distribution function can be written as 1/[1 + cosh(^/Ä)] with the param-
eter Λ = ÌTT'pm'JBeh so the effect of a finite temperature on the amplitude of each 
harmonic ρ of Ω is an extra factor 
/» = 
sinh Хт 
where 
(126) 
(127) 
In figure 1 2 the thermal damping factor is shown as a function of Хт To obtain 
some quantitative feeling for Ip, the point which corresponds to m* = тпе (free 
electron mass), Τ = 1 О К and В = 15 Τ is marked by a dot 
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1.4.2 Finite lifetimes 
In real metals the scattering of electrons causes a finite lifetime of the states and the 
otherwise sharp quantum levels e
n
 become broadened according to the uncertainty 
principle. As was first shown by Dingle this results in a reduction of the oscillation 
amplitude. Assuming that the level broadening has a Lorentzian line shape and 
that the scattering time τ can be considered to be independent of e, к and В the 
effect of this broadening is equivalent to a spread of the chemical potential around 
the actual value μ. The probability that the Fermi energy lies between μ and μ + dμ 
is given by 
(C"-Ì0' + (ft/2r)» ( L 2 8 ) 
This can be expressed in terms of phase smearing with a distribution 
DWX)
 = гда
 (L29) 
with λ = nphk0/Bel0, where l//0 is the reciprocal mean free path of the quasipar-
ticle, averaged around the extremal orbit and fc0 is the average Fermi wave vector 
defined by A = nk^. It is assumed that 1/r = hk0/m*l0. This leads to the Dingle 
reduction factor for every harmonic ρ 
i-^-M-Z) <>*» Kp = exp I -
The mean free path /0, as defined above, reflects the effect of all scattering processes. 
Therefore it is normally much smaller than the value of the mean free path derived 
from electrical resistivity. A proper discussion of the influence of electron scattering 
on the dHvA amplitude should involve a detailed consideration of the actual electron 
scattering mechanism and the effect of an applied magnetic field. 
1.4.3 Effect of electron spin 
The electron spin moment will interact with the magnetic field to produce a symmet­
rical Zeeman splitting of each Landau level for any slice by the amount oîgehB/2m*. 
The electronic p-factor may differ from its free electron value go = 2.0023 because 
of the effect of spin-orbit coupling on the spin moment. 
Thus for any slice through the Fermi surface there are two sets of levels giving 
rise to a phase difference 
Aé=2lPAFdf- = 2-lPAEm; (1.31) 
В dμ В eh к ' 
between the oscillations coming from the spin-up and the spin-down electrons. The 
distribution function can be written as 
Я(0/А)= Ь {Φβ) - 2 + δ №) + J (1.32) 
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and, after a Fourier transformation, this leads to a reduction factor 
cos L~2 Π 
\тп
е
/ 
(133) 
1.5 T h e Lifshitz - Kosevich formula 
A rigorous quantitative description of the dHvA effect was first given by Lifshitz and 
Kosevich (LK) [4] After correcting the expression for Ω by including the amplitude 
reducing factors Ip and Kp, the oscillatory part of the magnetisation for one spin 
component is finally 
M : 
дП 
dB = E - 3 / 2
M P S l n 
μ P = l y 
2 7 г р
й " ' ) т І (134) 
l'hère 
M p = DÇB) 
„ 1 dF„ 1 dF-
В Θ - Φ 
Ед Гзт дФ 
Χτ
 =
 Û P G J B 
pirhkc _ ρπ 
eBl0 wcT 
2тг2кв'т, 
eh 
Хп = 
и 14 69 Т К - 1 
e
2
 / 2 π 6 ν / 2 "" ' " 1 / 2 
dkl 
Fy/B 
τη* 
sinh Χτ 
(135) 
(136) 
(1 37) 
(1 38) 
(139) 
and where (Β, Θ, Φ) is the set of orthogonal unit vectors when the field is expressed 
in spherical polar coordinates The negative (positive) sign in the argument of the 
sine term in (1 34) corresponds to a maximum (minimum) extremal cross-sectional 
area 
The effective mass m* can be enhanced due to many-body interactions of 
the electrons with each other, with phonons or magnons, etc , meaning that the 
independent quasi-particle picture, on which the LK formula is based, is no longer 
valid However, it turns out that the effect on the dHvA behaviour is normally 
restricted to a substitution of the mass in the thermal damping term by m* = 
(1 + Л)тв, where яів is the mass before many-body interactions are taken into 
account and λ represents the degree of mass enhancement Its value is in the order 
of one in most cases of electron-phonon interactions The electron-electron value is 
typically 1 0 - 2 Recently there has been a considerable interest in the class of the so-
called heavy fermion compounds When dHvA measurements on these materials are 
interpreted in terms of the standard LK theory, the effective quasi-particle masses 
are measured to have stunningly high values The largest observed to date is 170 m
e 
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in UPta (see section 5 7) Chapter 5 is dedicated to this member of the heavy fermion 
family, where the many-body interactions and their influence on quantum oscillatory 
behaviour will be considered in more detail 
The LK formula is of course only describing the effect of a single extremal area 
of the Fermi surface In general a Fermi surface can have more than one extremal 
area normal to the applied field direction and each extremal orbit will contribute to 
the total magnetisation with an expression like (1 34) 
As pointed out in (1 20) the measured frequency F is directly related to an 
extremal area of the Fermi surface, thus making it possible to extract information 
about the shape of the Fermi surface from measurements of F as a function of the 
crystallographic orientation 
From the temperature dependence Χτ/ sinh Χγ of the amplitude of Mp at 
constant field, m* can be determined Note that m* is orientation dependent so it 
enables one (in principle) to assign a value to the effective mass to a certain part of 
the Fermi surface For relatively simple topologies of the Fermi surface it is possible 
to determine the average velocity around the extremal orbit 
Once m* has been determined one can derive from the field dependence of Mp the 
reciprocal quasiparticle mean free path, averaged around the relevant orbit on the 
Fermi surface 
The oscillations associated with spin-up and spin-down electrons need not have equal 
amplitudes and furthermore the spin splitting of the energy levels is not necessarily 
proportional to B, as has been assumed m section 14 3 The effect of spin can then 
no longer be described by the simple constant cosine factor (1 33) m the harmonic 
amplitudes If the spin degeneracy at В = 0 in the electronic structure has been 
removed by a ferromagnetic splitting of the bands, as in Fe or Ni, the shape of the 
Fermi surface for each spin orientation may be quite different and their dHvA effect 
is better described by two separate oscillations, each having its own frequency, am­
plitude and phase 
The oscillatory behaviour of M is not the only manifestation of the variation of 
Ω with magnetic field Related effects can also be observed in other thermodynamic 
quantities which can be directly derived from Ω Examples are variations in sample 
temperature (in adiabatic conditions), specific heat, sample dimensions (magne­
tostriction), elastic properties (ultrasound velocity) and the chemical potential μ 
Also indirect effects like oscillations in transport properties (e g magnetoresistance) 
are observable although the interpretation requires knowledge of the relaxation pro­
cesses in magnetic fields (see the Adams Holstein theory [8] of the Shubmkov-de 
Haas oscillations in the magnetoresistance) 
Before continuing with an outline of a widely used experimental method to 
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observe the dHvA effect I will give a brief description of two phenomena that can 
complicate the observation and interpretation of the dHvA effect 
1.6 Magnetic breakdown 
In 1963 Priestley [9] observed a giant orbit frequency in the dHvA frequency spec­
trum of Mg The frequency corresponded to an orbit area that is larger than the 
hexagonal cross-section of the Brillouin zone This mystery was solved shortly af­
terwards by Cohen and Falicov [10], who pointed out that when a sufficiently strong 
field is applied electrons can tunnel from an orbit on one part of the Fermi surface 
to an orbit on another part, if they are separated by a small enough energy barrier 
e
s
 A distinction must be made between intra and mter-band transitions Intra 
band transitions on the Fermi surface can occur only for an infinitely narrow range 
of /су, while mter-band transitions can take place over a much wider range 
The range of phenomena associated with interband transitions is known as 
"magnetic breakdown" and is the cause of the appearance and disappearance of 
orbits The criterion for magnetic breakdown is given by 
δω» > 4/EF (1 42) 
where Ef, is the Fermi energy [11] In the case that magnetic breakdown is appre­
ciable, the concept of well defined semi-classical trajectories on the Fermi surface 
has become invalid In the intermediate regime between very low and very high 
fields, this leads to a complicated dHvA frequency spectrum showing combination 
and difference frequencies of the frequencies characteristic of the low field regime 
Magnetic breakdown can also cause dramatic changes in the magnetoresis-
tance For instance open orbits at low magnetic fields may become closed as mag­
netic breakdown sets in, or hole orbits may give way to electron orbits and in this 
way upset the balance in a compensated material The possibility of magnetic break­
down must always be kept in mind when interpreting electronic properties in very 
strong magnetic fields 
1.7 Magnetic interaction 
In order to explain an abnormally rich harmonic content in certain samples, Shoen-
berg proposed [12] that the effective magnetising field should be В = μο(Η + M) 
rather than Β = μοΗ (this is ignored in the LK formula) Thus the oscillatory 
magnetisation M should be determined self-consistently from the implicit relation 
M
 = Ç i p572MP s l n 2 7 Γ Ρ
 ' μο(Η + M) 7 J T 4 (143) 
Неге M is chosen to be parallel to H Since M <C H the amplitude of Mp will 
hardly vary However, the value of the sine terms in equation (1 34) can change 
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2 11/2 0 
В la.u.l 
Figure 1.3 The magnetisation as a function of magnetic field for increasingly 
stronger magnetic interaction, characterised by the quantity о (see text) For 
о > 1 the magnetisation becomes multivalued, leading to a discontinuous jump 
when this happens 
considerably because F/H » 1 
As a consequence of the nonlinear character of the magnetic interaction the 
standard LK formula will be affected In the case of weak oscillations the magnetic 
interaction will also be small Still, its effect on the harmonic content can be notice­
able Furthermore, as a result of mixing, new frequencies can bo generated from 
two or more fundamental terms associated with different extremal cross-sections 
through the Fermi surface I refer to work of Devillers [13] who analysed strong 
interaction spectra in Au, showing up to 10 harmonics of the [111] neck orbit as well 
as an abundance of satellite peaks caused by frequency mixing 
The following simple model illustrates the mechanism Suppose the magneti­
sation can be thought of as being periodic in В rather than in 1/5 
M = M0sin{B/Bo) (144) 
which is not unreasonable if BQ hardly changes over one cycle of oscillation Writing 
Β = μ0{Η + Vf) gives _ 
M = Λ/ο sm(ii0(M + Η)/Β0) (1 45) 
In the case of a long thin sample the magnetic field Η will be the same inside and 
out and the solution of (1 45) is straightforward In figure 1 3 several possibilities 
are shown of the behaviour of M as a function of magnetic field The degree of 
distortion of the sine wave depends on the value α = μοΜ/Β0 In the case that 
μολί becomes comparable with AB = В2/F of the fundamental oscillations, the 
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magnetisation can even become multivalued over certain field regions, which means 
in practice that the magnetisation will jump periodically. This leads to a tremendous 
increase of the harmonic content of the dHvA signal. The actual criterion that 
determines whether magnetic interaction effects need to be taken into account is 
given by μ 0^Μ/Μ.Β) < 1. In the above example crystal anisotropy and sample 
shape were totally ignored. Both, however, can have a considerable influence on the 
wave shape of the observed quantum oscillation in the case of magnetic interaction. 
A comprehensive treatment on this subject as well as magnetic breakdown can be 
found in Shoenberg's book [5] and references therein. A more compact discussion 
on magnetic interaction by Pippard can be found in reference [7, p. 124]. 
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2.1 In general 
In order to be able to observe quantum oscillations in materials, a number of con­
ditions have to be fulfilled First of all, the oscillations are a low temperature 
phenomenon, requiring at least liquid helium temperatures but often lower Sec­
ondly, they are a high field phenomenon An electron wave packet must be able to 
round the extremal orbit at least once before it is scattered (ω0τ > 1) This is why 
the studied materials need to be as pure as possible with as little defects as possible 
The application of a high magnetic field increases the value for u
c
, thus relaxing 
the constraint on τ Also, the variation of the magnetic field over the volume of a 
sample has to be small compared with the oscillation period considered Since the 
phase of the sine term in the Lifshitz -Kosevich formula (1 34) changes by 2π over 
a field range ΔΒ = В2/F, a sufficiently high and homogeneous magnetic field is 
needed in order to avoid resolution difficulties 
This chapter deals with the techniques necessary for dHvA measurements in 
high field Bitter magnets The principle of detection is discussed in 2 2 The noisy 
conditions in these Bitter magnets are dealt with, using an electronic feedback sys­
tem as described in 2 3 Finally, in 2 4, some digital analysis techniques as well as 
their pitfalls are briefly discussed 
2.2 Field modulat ion technique 
The most thoroughly developed method to study the dHvA effect is the inductive 
field modulation method [1] It is based on superimposing a small periodic field 
OQ cos(ajt) on a background field В In this way the magnetisation is made to vary 
periodically with time The sample is placed inside one of a balanced pair of pick­
up coils The induced electromotive force can be examined by means of a phase 
sensitive detector (PSD) at the angular frequency ω or at higher harmonics kui 
Assume that bo -€. В then the fundamental dHvA term in (1 34) can be written as 
M(t) = Л sin 
= A | sin 
λ = 
-cos 
TnFbo 
~B2 
2πΡ 
.В + bocoswt 
2-ÏÏF 
В 
\2nF 
В 
+ ' A sin 
2πΡ ïnFbo cos(wí) 
В 
S 2 + ф 
+ 4 cos(Acos(u>í)) 
sin (λ cos(a;í)) > 
(2 1) 
(2 2) 
The functions cos(A cos(jjt)) and чт(\ cos(u;í)) can be expressed as the sum of time-
harmonics cos(A;a;t) with coefficients proportional to Bessel functions of the first kind 
Λ(λ) 
cos(Acos(u;/)) = J0{\) + 2'£i(-i)kj2kW<-os{2kujt) (2 3) 
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Figure 2.1 Bessel functions Λ(λ) of the first kind of order к =1, 2, 3 and 4 
8ΐη(λ cos(a;¿)) = 2 £ ( - ! ) * J2fc+i(A)cos((2Â: + 1)ωί) 
k=l 
Now (2 1) can be written as 
M(t) = /l|jo(A)sin 2 T F l в~ + Φ 
+ 2 ^ Jjt(A)cos(fcu;i)sin 2πF ± kn + Φ-
B Ψ 2 
so the induced e m f in the pick-up coil is 
dM 
"pu = с = Σ «it sin(b;í) di 
г
1
*, = — 2сАшк Λ(λ) sin 2πF , ¿π 
Β
 V
 2 
(2 4) 
(2 5) 
(2 6) 
where с is a factor representing the coupling of the sample to the detection coil 
It appears that every time-harmonic vk of VpU is weighed by a coefficient Λ(λ) 
Figure 2 1 shows the behaviour of Λ(λ) for several values of к The amplitude of 
a time-harmonic can be drastically influenced by the choice of λ, ι e , the amplitude 
of the modulation field compared with frequency F and the background field В 
Note that the amplitude can even become zero for certain values of λ The Bessel 
function dependence of Vk can be very helpful in sorting out a complicated dHvA 
frequency spectrum 
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In general the magnetisation is a sum of dHvA-harmomcs with index ρ (equa­
tion (1 34)) and following the same line of reasoning the coefficients for the time-
harmonics become 
г'* = -2cuik Σ ApJk(pX) sin 
p=l 
2.2.1 Principle of detection 
The pick-up coil surrounding the sample measures the time derivative of the total 
flux through the coil when a uniform magnetic field (B + bocos(a;i)) is applied, 
with bo || В It detects not only the small magnetic moment of the sample, also 
the modulation field bocos(ü;í) induces a voltage across the pick-up coil Therefore 
another coil is added to the circuit which has a much weaker inductive coupling 
to the sample but picks up the same voltage due to the modulation field Thus 
the net induced voltage will be entirely due to the magnetic moment of the sample 
itself The design of the pick-up coils depends very much on the demands of the 
experiment, for instance sensitivity calibration, the shape of the sample or the 
necessity of an in situ orientation study I refer to section 2 2 2 for the actual pick 
up coil configuration used in the Bitter magnets 
Due to the presence of the Λί^λ) terms, the observed voltage ь as a function 
of 1/5 will - in general - not resemble the behaviour of M(l/B) Only m the case 
of very weak modulation the Bessel functions are proportional to pk The observed 
waveform for υ к is then proportional to dkM/dBk 
For several reasons it рго еь to be advantageous to monitor the behaviour 
of the pick-up voltage at a harmonic rather than at the fundamental modulation 
frequency First of all, if the pick-up coils are not quite balanced, the net voltage fed 
into the PSD contains a considerable ϋη(ωί) component which is not associated with 
the magnetisation of the sample but stems directly from the modulation field itself 
If this component is too large, it influences the detection resolution By monitoring 
a harmonic of л> this problem is avoided Another reason for avoiding detection at 
the fundamental frequency is that, even at low ω, the balance of the pick-up coils 
is upset by eddy currents induced in the sample Because of magnetoresistance this 
effect is field dependent, ι e , the (un)balance is field dependent, causing a sloping 
baseline on top of which the oscillations appear Again, detection at 2л or higher 
harmonics almost completely eliminates this complication Finally, the current in 
the modulation coil causes eddy currents to flow in metal parts of the cryostat, 
which results in a vibration noise component at ω, yet another reason to detect at 
harmonics 
2.2.2 Using Bitter magnets 
Although superconductive magnet technology is pushing the limit to 20 Τ nowa­
days, it is still the class of hybrid magnets that holds the record (33 5 T) for static 
magnetic fìeìds In these hybrid magnets the total magnetic field is produced by 
2 p π F кт 
В-**'- 2 
(2 7) 
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a superconductive solenoid with a large inner diameter, in combination with a re­
sistive, water cooled magnet placed inside the superconductive coil The resistive 
magnet consists of two nested Bitter magnets In the Nijmegen High Field Magnet 
Laboratory (NHFML) two hybrid magnets are in operation The Nijmegen-I is able 
to generate 25 Τ ш a room temperature bore of 0 53 mm, while the Nijmegen II 
(0 32 mm) can obtain a maximum magnetic field of 30 4 tesla Two 3 MW power 
supplies, operated in parallel, serve to energise the magnets Each unit is able to 
generate a current of 10 kA at 300 V I refer to [2] for an extensive description of 
the NHFML installation and will only give technical details if it is relevant 
There are several drawbacks in the use of resistive or hybrid magnets com­
pared with purely superconductive magnets First of all, during operation the noise 
level in the dHvA signal is much higher than with superconductive magnets Mag­
netic field noise is produced by temperature fluctuations in the plates of the Bitter 
stacks which lead to current path fluctuations However, the main noise source is 
the three-phase rectifier bridge of the power supply It not only generates ' white" 
noise but also harmonics of 50 Hz in the electrical current which passes through the 
magnets Consequently the magnetic noise spectrum is not flat at all, but shows 
peaks at these frequencies Figure 2 8(a) on page 38 shows the typical spectral 
content of the magnetic field noise The major component is the 300 Hz ripple and 
has a maximum amplitude of approximately 1 χ ΙΟ- 4 Τ m a 20 Τ Bitter magnet 
Furthermore, mechanical vibrations caused by the water cooling system result in a 
motion of the sample, pick-up coils and other wiring relative to the magnetic field, 
thus increasing the noise level considerably 
The homogeneity of the Bitter magnets may be another experimental concern, 
for instance in the case of high dHvA frequencies and large sample dimensions In 
hybrid magnets the homogeneity is determined by the homogeneity of both the su 
perconductive coil and the resistive coil but also by the relative positions of the 
maxima of the two magnets The homogeneity of a 20 Τ Bitter magnet is approxi­
mately one part in 103 over a sphere 1 cm in diameter For the hybrid magnets this 
number is worse three parts in 103 
In order to limit the influence of these effects several precautions have to be 
taken During a dHvA experiment it is of the utmost importance to minimise the 
amount of induced e m f not associated with the quantum oscillations Therefore 
wires running from the top of the cryostat down to the field maximum have to be 
firmly mechanically anchored Pairs of wires must be carefully twisted and, in case 
they are soldered or otherwise connected to another twisted pair, one must prevent 
introduction of a small pick-up loop at this point 
\nother important effect, especially for high ω and high modulation ampli­
tude, is the unwanted heating of the (metallic) sample itself due to induced eddy 
currents [3] since the amplitude of the dHvA oscillations are drastically reduced if 
the sample temperature is too high (equation (1 26)) For a cylindrical sample with 
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Figure 2.2 Arrangement of compensated pick-up coils (a) coaxially above 
each other and (b) with the dummy coil wound on top of the sample coil and 
spacer. 
radius a, length I and resistivity ρ the skin depth is given by 
(2p 
8 = 
\ßOu> 
-1/2 
(2.8) 
If [α/δ)2 <C 1 there is still full penetration of the magnetic field and the generated 
power in the sample will be approximately 
P = 
π la4 
8 ρ 
dB 
dt 
(2.9) 
If for example α = 0.5 mm, / = 1 mm and ρ = IO" 1 0 um while the modulation 
frequency ω/2π = 20 Hz and the modulation amplitude is 100 Gauss, the induced 
heating is in the order of 1 μ\ν. The temperature of the sample will be determined 
by the thermal boundary resistance R of the heat flow Q across the interface from 
metal to liquid 4He. For a given interface with total area A and a heat flux Q/A, 
the temperature drop across the boundary is 
Δ Γ = 
QR (2.10) 
where R = /CT" 3, with К « IO" 2 K 4 m 2 /W for metals and Τ < 0.1 К. If the liquid 
helium temperature Τ is around 100 mK the resulting sample temperature will be 
in the order of 1 K!! It is therefore extremely important to thermally connect the 
sample to a silver sinter which has a large surface area of contact with the helium. 
The design of the pick-up coils used in a dHvA measurement is governed by 
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the noisy conditions of the Bitter magnets. In view of the (time dependent) field 
inhomogeneity it proves to be beneficial to wind the two pick-up coils on top of each 
other instead of coaxially above each other (figures 2.2(b) and (a), respectively). 
For the same reason the whole pick-up coil system must preferably be as small 
as possible. The inner coil is wound with 0 20 μτη copper wire and has an inner 
diameter of 1.0 mm and its length is 1.9 mm. Each layer has approximately 100 turns 
and the total number of layers is 14. It has an estimated effective cross-sectional 
area of 20 cm2. The outer coil has an inner diameter of approximately 4.0 mm and 
is wound on top of a cylindrical spacer that separates the two coils and reduces the 
flux coupling of the second coil with the sample. It has approximately 170 windings 
and the effective cross-sectional area is carefully made equal to that of the inner coil 
(better than 0.5% at 77 K). During winding, each time a layer was completed, a 
small amount of GE varnish (diluted in ethanol) was allowed to soak the coil. After 
the balancing of the coils, the set was impregnated with STYCAST-1266 epoxy resin 
[4], which was heated to 50 0C to make it more fluid. 
2.2.3 Experimental set up 
Since the dHvA set up has gone through several stages of improvement I will de­
scribe only its final form, i.e., a 25 mK, fixed orientation set up for a 20 Τ Bitter 
magnet (figure 2.3). The dilution refrigerator needed for those temperatures will be 
discussed separately in chapter 3. 
The modulation field is generated by a single layer of nominal 0 0.71 mm 
copper wire, which is wound directly on the stainless steel core tube of the Bitter 
magnet. The heat generated in this coil is removed by the same water flow that 
cools the Bitter stacks. The maximum modulation field is 0.18 Τ (peak-peak) and 
is generated by a BRÜHL L· KJJER 2708 (1200 VA) power supply. In order to prevent 
movement of the windings due to Lorentz forces acting on them (900 Nm_1, which 
gives a hoop stress of 16 N for each winding), the copper wire is pre-stressed during 
winding with a force of 30 N. Afterwards the coil was impregnated with STYCAST 
2850-GT epoxy [4]. The homogeneity of the modulation coil is one part in 103 over 
a 0 1 cm sphere. 
The current through the Bitter magnet is controlled by means of a manually 
operated 18-bit DA converter unit, which provides a reference voltage for the 6-MW 
power supply and can be programmed for linear field sweeps. It is equipped with a 
speed limiter, such that the maximum sweep time from 0 to 20 tesla is 40 seconds. 
The magnetic induction is usually measured indirectly by monitoring the electrical 
current through the Bitter magnet via shunt resistors. 
The net signal from the set of pick-up coils is first amplified by a low noise 
preamplifier. Due to the presence of a sample the balance for the sin(ujt) compo-
nent is affected. In general the signal can be thought of as being the sum of two 
pick-up voltages having a slightly different amplitude and a slightly different phase. 
If this net signal turns out to be too strong so as to upset the amplifiers or the 
PSD it is necessary to suppress this ω component and thus making 2ω detection 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the dHvA experimental setup for a 20 Τ 
Bitter magnet system 
more accurate Suppression is accomplished by adding to the net pick-up voltage 
another voltage which is derived from the oscillator that drives the modulation coil 
at frequency ω This voltage can be varied in amplitude and shifted in phase before 
it is added to the preamphfied pick-up voltage After the ω suppression the signal is 
further filtered and amplified to (preferably above) the 10 mV level before feeding 
it into a lock-in amplifier 
It is possible to make a quantitative estimate of the coupling constant с in 
(2 7) (see also equation (1 34)) for the pick-up coil and a sample of typical dimen­
sions When using second harmonic (2л) detection, the amplitude of the first (p=l) 
dHvA-harmomc in terms of the pick-up voltage is given by 
2ш = 2 ^ ^ c u G M X ) ^ ^ ^ ^ cos(ngm-/2me (2 11) 
where и is the sample volume and G is the electronics gain For calibration pur­
poses we used a [111] neck orbit in a Aui^Agz sample [5] with χ = 2 5 χ IO" 3 and 
dimensions 0 6 x 0 6 x 1 9 mm The Dingle temperature can be determined by plot­
ting Іп( 2
Ш
5іпЪ(Х
т
)В1/2/ J2(X)) versus l/B The curve will be linear with a slope 
ap(m"/m
e
)To The Dingle temperature for the Au-Ag sample was measured to be 
1 2 К I h e values of m* and \A"\ were taken from the literature [6] The detected 
voltage of 1 0 μΥ at the pick-up coils and *i = 195, with modulation amplitude 
of 85 Gauss, a background field of 10 5 Τ and a temperature of 600 mK, yields 
с ~ 0 16 Т А - 1 This value is as expected since the coupling constant of a 500 turn 
coil is typically 0 1 ТА" 1 [7] 
The standard dHvA procedure is to measure both the in phase and quadra-
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of the feedback circuit 
ture signal of the lock-in as a function of magnetic field This is done by digitising 
the analog data either by a built-in 13-bit AD converter of the lock in or by a 16-bit 
scanning ADC if higher resolution is needed Normally the field is swept linearly 
in time although it is possible to program other field-versus-time relations The 
actual data taking is controlled by a self written application program, using com-
mercially available scientific software tools It allows easy data acquisition, analysis 
and presentation of data The menu-driven program not only takes care of the ac-
tual measurements, also extensive analysis of the acquired data is possible (some of 
which will be discussed in section 2 4) 
2.3 Field stabilisation 
As already discussed in section 2 2 2 the magnetic field generated in Bitter magnets 
is rather noisy This problem can be greatly reduced by placing a superconducting 
screen around the sample The superconductive material that is used for this pur-
pose must have a sufficiently high critical current density at high fields in order to 
be useful This possibility is described by Tarnawski et al [8] who use a cylinder of 
ceramic YB&2Cu30j-¡ 
However when it is necessary to modulate the magnetic field, another ap-
proach is needed Instead of a passive shielding of the field-fluctuations, it is possible 
to suppress them by means of an active negative-feedback system Figure 2 4 shows 
a simplified block diagram of the broad band feedback loop developed for Bitter 
magnet configurations The frequency response function of each component is given 
by Gl(w), , G6(UJ), where the noise in the field, which is present in a tiny volume 
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Figure 2.5 Frequency response functions of (a) the input stage, (b) the mid­
dle stage and (c) the output stage of the feedback amplifier, in (d) the phase 
lags are shown 
around the sample, is monitored by a 2300 turn pick-up coil ( 0 7 0 mm, height 
10 mm) It has an effective cross-sectional area of 0 088 m2 
Roughly spoken, the pick-up voltage VpU is integrated twice before it is fed 
back as a magnetic field In order to combine a low integrator drift with a large 
bandwidth, the input stage as well as the output stage of the feedback amplifier 
circuit are split into two parallel branches At the input stage the pick-up voltage 
is fed both into a 100χ preamplifier Gl with a 120 kHz bandwidth and into an 
integrating circuit G2 which is thermally stabilised The gain of the integrator is 
100 at 1 Hz 
The outputs of both circuits, Vj and V2, are summed in point Σ and further 
amplified by two first-order (active) low-pass filters, both with cut-off frequencies at 
1 Hz The output stage transforms the resulting voltage V3 into a magnetic field 
again 
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Figure 2.6 The modulus and argument of the mutual inductance between 
the primary correction coil and the secondary pick up coil Curves (a) are 
measured when the cryostat is filled with liquid 4He and the copper radia­
tion shield is cooled with liquid N2, curves (b) are measured under the same 
circumstances but after a slot has been milled in the radiation shield 
For the high frequencies a 100 kHz flat-band power amplifier G4 is used which 
generates a correcting magnetic field in a 10~2 Τ coil For low frequency field vari­
ations, including sweeping of the field, the other branch takes over The output 
voltage V5 of integrator G5 serves as the reference voltage for the 6-MW power 
supply of the Bitter magnet Again the magnetic fields of the Bitter and the correc­
tion coil are summed at the sample position The voltage-to-field gain of the high 
frequency branch is made equal to that of the low frequency branch at 0 35 Hz 
The magnitude of the frequency response functions of the input, middle and output 
stage are shown in figure 2 5(a), 2 5(b)[a] and 2 5(c) respectively In figure 2 5(d) 
the phase lags, introduced by the corresponding response functions, are shown in a 
single graph 
In order to obtain an open loop gain of a few hundred at 100 Hz, the frequency 
response characteristics of all components of the feedback amplifier circuit need to 
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be under control up to a few times 10 kHz Since the whole point of this negative 
feedback is to provide a stabilisation of the magnetic field, it is of great importance 
to make sure that no oscillations arise due to unforeseen phase shifts in the open 
loop frequency response function GOL(W) This implies that the mutual induction 
Μ (ω), defined by 
Vpu = 3ωΜ{ω)Ιρτίια (2 12) 
М И = |М(а>)|^* ( ш ) (2 13) 
between the (primary) correction coil and the (secondary) pick-up coil has to be 
known as a function of frequency Here Ip
nm
 ^ the current through the primary coil 
and Vpu is the pick-up voltage Note that Μ(ω) is a complex quantity and intro­
duces a phase shift Φ There are several circumstances that have quite a dramatic 
effect on the behaviour of Μ(ω) 
First of all the metal tubes of the cryostat, surrounding the sample, cause a 
decrease of |Μ(ω)| as well as a phase lag between the primary and secondary circuit 
Especially a copper radiation shield which is cooled with liquid nitrogen has a dom­
inating effect It makes the mutual induction even temperature dependent because 
the resistivity of the copper changes considerably with temperature Another com­
plication can be the internal capacitance of both the correction coil and the pick-up 
coil, influencing their high frequency behaviour The latter effect is assumed to 
be incorporated in Μ{ω) Curve (a) of figure 2 6 shows the measured mutual in­
ductance between the two coils when the cryostat is filled with liquid 4He, and the 
copper shield is cooled with liquid nitrogen The influence of the copper screen could 
be considerably reduced (curve (b)) by milling a narrow slot in it, parallel to the 
field direction over a length of 15 cm Moreover, because of the slot, Μ {ω) turned 
out to be virtually independent of temperature, which facilitated further tests on 
the feedback loop 
Stability of the loop is achieved when the open loop gain is smaller than unity 
at the frequency where the total phase lag around the loop is 180° In order to 
neutralise the phase shift introduced by M(uj) even more, some additional corree 
tions were made in amplifier G3 (curve β in figure 2 5(b)) In figure 2 7 is shown 
what the effect of this correction is on the total response function GOL(W) Curve 
(a) shows the maximum possible open loop gain when 03(ω) is not corrected while 
curve (b) represents the case that G3(^) is of the form β, shown in figure 2 5(b) 
In the latter case the open loop gain |GOL| can be increased to a few hundred at 
100 Hz 
The performance of the feedback loop can be directly judged from figure 2 8 
It shows two spectra of the magnetic field noise The upper curve is taken when 
the feedback loop is not used The lower one is collected under exactly the same 
circumstances, but in this case the feedback loop is in operation It is clear from 
this figure that not only all harmonics of 50 Hz are suppressed but also the "white' 
background noise is reduced appreciably 
It is possible to sweep the magnetic field by simply applying a constant DC 
sweep reference voltage at the negative input of amplifier G2 (figure 2 4) For this 
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Figure 2.7 Open loop response function for different frequency dependence 
of G3(w) (a) in the case of a frequency dependence α and (b) when G3 is 
corrected (β) 
purpose a DIGISTANT DC-voltage standard was used The minimum drift in 10 min­
utes of the magnetic field is measured to be 1 0 - 3 tesla Field modulation (above 
1 Hz) is obtained by feeding an appropriate signal to the negative input of Gl Note 
that these reference voltages represent the time derivative of the desired magnetic 
field, which is proportional to VpU The difference between the desired value for VpU 
and its actual value is given by 
Εττ(ω) = 
1 + GOL(W) VWM (2 14) 
which becomes very small for |GOL(W) | » 1 
Although the advantages of a feedback mechanism are obvious, it is necessary 
to consider possible pitfalls Since the field stabilisation relies on the performance 
of the monitor pick-up coil and the input stage of the feedback amplifier, it is very 
important to avoid induced voltages at any other point than the sample region 
This demands more-than-average precautions The pair of wires from the monitor 
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Figure 2.8 \oise spectrum |S(F)| of the magnetic field (a) in case the feed 
back mechanism is not active and (b) when the feedback loop is closed 
coil must be carefully twisted and glued down to some rigid part of the cryostat 
The wires should preferably be non-interrupted from pick-up coil to the top of the 
cryostat so as to avoid thermally induced voltage differences at soldered connections 
which can result in magnetic field drift Also the monitor coil should be rigidly 
connected to the sample because only then will movement of the sample in the field 
not result in field noise but it will be corrected for by the feedback loop 
2.4 Analysis of measurements 
Digitisation of all relevant quantities has the great advantage that a wide range of 
digital analysis techniques can be applied to extract useful information In case of 
dHvA(-like) experiments it is often desirable to make some estimate of the spectrum 
of the quantum oscillations Ihe reliability of such an estimate depends on several 
conditions 
In the case of a periodic signal in 1/B with dllvA-frequency /o and which is 
observed for an infinitely long interval in 1/B, the spectrum S(f) will be a delta 
function 6(f — fo) In reality the finiteness of the interval in 1/В results in a broad­
ening of this peak The intrinsic resolution Af depends on the length L of the 
interval and is given by Af L > 1/2 The sampled data array can be written as the 
product of an infinitelj· long arra} and a rectangular pulse function which specifies 
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a 
A 
Figure 2.9 Several types of window used to calculate an estimate of a fre­
quency spectrum On the left are the windows m the time domain On the 
right their Fourier transforms are shown for (a) Rectangular pulse, (b) X(l-X) 
window, (c) Triangular window, (d) 3-term Blackmann window 
the interval over which the data are known The Fourier transform of the product 
of two functions is equal to the convolution of their individual Fourier transforms 
This means that the delta function must be convoluted with the Fourier transform 
of the pulse function, which is the sine function sin(27rƒL)/(2πƒL) The value 
for the full width half maximum (FWHM) of this function is 0 6/L Furthermore 
there exist numerous additional peaks, called side lobes or feet These side lobes 
cause a leakage of the spectral intensity, ι e , the intensity is not strictly localised at 
/o but contributes also to these side lobes The largest side lobe amplitude of the 
sine function is 22% of the main peak amplitude In order to suppress this leakage 
it is necessary to truncate the sampled data array less abruptly as in the case of 
the rectangular cutoff function A few examples of alternative choices for a cutoff 
or window function are shown in figure 2 9 Their Fourier transforms show fewer 
side lobes than the sine function, but at the cost of intrinsic resolution since the 
mam peaks are broadened Apart from a smaller resolution, the use of a window 
also means throwing away information Therefore the choice of a particular window 
function depends mainly on what one is aiming at when analysing a spectrum An 
extensive overview of possible windows is given by Harris [9] 
If the data show strong low frequency components (for instance a changing 
background) this can result in wiggles in the spectrum which can completely domi­
nate higher frequency signatures Weighing the data with a window that is exactly 
zero at both ends can partially solve this problem but it is better to subtract a fitted 
background before Fourier transforming A quadratic background fit is sufficient in 
most cases 
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Figure 2.10 (a) 16-points Fourier transform and (b) 64-pomts transform 
on the same 16-points wave form but 3 χ 16 zero's are added before Fourier 
transforming The example waveform A(n) = 5ΐη(3(2πη/ΛΓ)) As a result 
of the /ero padding the spectrum is calculated in more points The intrinsic 
spectral resolution, however, remains unaltered 
The actual calculation of the spectrum 5 ( / ) of a digitised signal is usually 
done by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
N - l 
S(k ά/)=ΣΑ(η AL)e l ( 2 , r ' c n / v ) , fc = 0.1, ,N-l (2 15) 
n=0 
where Λ(η) is the digitised waveform, consisting of N equidistant points The spac 
mg df in the spectrum is related to the sampling interval Δ ί , of the the waveform 
by df = \/(N AL) In practice the UFT algorithm is rarely used because it is 
highly redundant Instead a number of so-called fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) 
are in use, which result in a reduced computer calculation time A small price to 
be paid for this is that the number of points N has to be a power of two This is 
easily arranged by adding zero's to the end of the (windowed) array A(n) until this 
condition is fulfilled Moreover, the zero filling has the effect of reducing the spacing 
df with which the spectrum is scanned As a rule of thumb one should always at 
least double the length of the original waveform A(n) by zero filling In figure 2 10 
the effect of padding zero's is illustrated 
Another possible source of error due to the use of DFT or FFT is known 
as aliasing From equation (2 15) follows that |5(.V - k)\ = \S(k)\ which means 
that the DFT of an Л'-point waveform yields only N/2 meaningful output points 
к = (0, (Λ'/2) - 1) since the other ,V/2 points к = ( V 2 , , X - 1) form a mir­
ror image of the first set The mirror frequency is given by the \Tyquist frequency 
/л = 1/(2Δί,) In order to avoid the situation that the spectrum overlaps with its 
mirror image one must take care that the frequency content of the waveform before 
it is digitised has no contribution for frequencies above l/(2AL) or half the sample 
frequency This is done by installing a lov\ pass filter in front of the AD converter 
In case the output of a PSD is being sampled, one can make use of its low pass 
filters \s a rule of thumb the sample inter\al has to be at least three times as small 
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Figure 2.11 Procedure of transposing data that are equidistant in time, to 
data equidistant in 1/B. 
as the value of the PSD time constant. 
To conclude the list of contemplations on the pitfalls one must avoid while cal-
culating dHvA spectra, I mention the errors introduced when calculating an array of 
equidistant points in l/B. In practice the dHvA signal from the PSD is digitised at 
fixed time intervals with sample frequency ƒ„, not at fixed l/B intervals. The trans-
positioning of data equidistant in time to points equidistant in l/B is illustrated 
schematically in figure 2.11. It is assumed that the magnetic field is swept linearly 
in time between Bmirl and Bmox. The value of Д і = Δ(1/Β) is determined to be 
AB/B^n where AB is the average field interval between digitised points. In turn 
AL determines the number У of equidistant points to be calculated in the interval 
(1/Βτηαχ,Ι/Β,η,η). N is equal to {B
min/Bmax)x{thc number of points in B). This 
reduction in points is not necessary if the original data are digitally filtered with a 
cutoff frequency of (В
шгп
/Bmax) x ƒ» before transposing. One must be aware that 
high-dHvA-frequency features can be suppressed because of this filtering. 
Thus the procedure is first to construct a mesh of equidistant points in l/B 
points and then, for every value of 1/B, estimate the value of the dHvA signal at 
the corresponding point in B. That makes it necessary to interpolate between field 
values surrounding this desired point in В (1 s t quadrant in figure 2.11). If the sam­
pled waveform is filtered enough, a simple two point linear interpolation will suffice. 
When more elaborate interpolation schemes are used and more than two points are 
involved the effect is, one way or another, some form of low pass filtering. From 
my experience, going beyond a three point quadratic interpolation did not result in 
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better or more reliable dHvA spectra. 
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Chapter 3 
A 25 mK dilution refrigerator for use in high 
magnetic fields 
44 A 25 mK dilution refrigerator for use ¡n high magnetic fields 
3.1 Introduction 
The field of low temperature physics is a vast area in fundamental research The 
application of high magnetic fields provides an extra experimental parameter Its 
effect on electronic properties of materials may be used to obtain information on 
zero field properties, such as the Fermi surface effective masses, et cetera However, 
a magnetic field can also induce a new physical state with phenomena that are 
absent when the field is zero, for example the (fractional) quantum Hall effect, field 
induced Wigner solid or the quenching of spin fluctuations in itinerant ferromagnets 
and heavy fermion systems 
Although it is possible to design and build helium dilution refrigerators that 
provide temperatures of a few millikelvin, it is less easy to incorporate a 30 Τ hybrid 
magnet in the experimental set up without giving in too much on the minimum 
temperature I will now describe a novel dilution refrigerator which has been built 
and designed at the Nijmegen HFML, following original ideas of Dr К Neumaier 
[1] It has already proved its use in several high-field experiments, including the 
successful observation of quantum oscillations in the heavy fermion compound UPts 
in fields up to 30 T, which will be discussed in chapter 5 
3.2 Design 
The design of the refrigerator is illustrated in figure 3 1 It is placed in a 4He 
bath cryostat, which in turn loads into the room temperature bore of a magnet 
There are two characteristic features in the design First the total system fits the 
0 32 mm room temperature bore of the Nijmegen-II 30 Τ hybrid magnet system, 
over a length of approximately 60 cm Furthermore the heat exchanger and mixing 
chamber are made of plastic so as to avoid eddy current heating during operation 
in magnetic fields 
The condenser line passes a pumped 4He pot followed by a restriction before 
it enters the still The 3He is led through a single continuous heat exchanger and 
emerges into the mixing chamber 
The heat exchanger consists of an epoxy rod [2] in which a spiral channel is 
machined, with a rectangular cross-section of 2 5x2 5 mm2 Inside this groove runs 
a spiraled capillary containing the concentrated phase A KAPTON polyimide film 
is wrapped around and glued on the outside of the rod, preventing short-circuits of 
the channel The top section of the capillary is 0 0 3-0 6 mm copper-nickel, 1 5 m in 
length Further down it becomes 0 0 7-10 mm also 1 5 m long and for the last sec­
tion 3 m of 0 1 3 mm inner diameter teflon capillary is used The effective exchange 
surface area is estimated to be around 200 cm2 The plastic tail is surrounded by a 
stainless steel tube, which is at 4 2 K, and spacers are necessary to prevent vibra­
tions or direct touches The cylindrical mixing chamber contains a concentric shield 
which forces the 3He to cross the phase boundary on the inside of the shield Several 
thermometerb and a heater are mounted and the wires run up through the groove 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the dilution refrigerator design The 
still (b) and the mixing chamber (c) are shown in more detail 
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sample space inside mixing chamber 
sample space below mixing chamber 
base temperature (zero field) 
base temperature (30 tesla) 
3He charge 
total mixture 
3He flow rate at base temperature 
cooling time 300 К ->· 4 2 К 
cooling time 4 2 К -с 25 mK 
surface area of heat exchanger 
0 9x45 
0 16x50 
25 
30 
7 
15 
45 
6 
3 
200 
mm 
mm 
mK 
mK 
dm3 NTP 
dm3 NTP 
дтоі/з 
h 
h 
cm
2 
Table 3.1 Specifications of the plastic tail dilution refrigerator 
to the still where they exit the tail via a vacuum seal 
Samples can be mounted in the mixture on a leak tight conical plug at the 
bottom of the mixing chamber All wiring necessary for the experiment itself is fed 
through the plug and runs up on the outside of the heat exchanger and via the still 
to the copper 1 К plate On several occasions we have also mounted a sample on 
the outside of the mixing chamber and made a thermal link between the experiment 
and the mixture via high purity silver wires which were fed through the plug and 
connected in the mixing chamber to some sintered silver powder 
The still consists of metal components and between the heat exchanger 
and the still there is a plastic to metal junction, sealed with STYCAST 2850-GT 
resin [3] The still heater consists of a bundle of manganine wire There is a 4 He 
superfluid film breaker and a film burner which heats the outer stainless steel shield 
and evaporates the 4 He film A small clearance between the two shields prevents the 
4 He to be pumped away while the cold inner copper shield serves as a condenser 
The film burner is able to decrease the 4 He/ 3 He molar flow ratio of the circulating 
mixture by a factor of two 
The modular construction of the refrigerator and the fact that there are rel­
atively few parts involved, make it a reliable machine In the rare case of trouble 
it is easy to make repairs The compact design also makes the instrument easy to 
move from one magnet unit to another Furthermore there is the advantage of the 
refrigerator being a fully in-house product This assures a high flexibility for the 
experimentalists that have to work with it 
3.3 Thermometry 
For thermometry at millikelvin temperatures in high fields we mainly use commer­
cial carbon composition resistors ( S P E E R MATSLSHIFA) or ruthenium oxide thick 
film chip resistors Those secondary thermometers have a high sensitivity, and a rea-
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Figure 3.2 Magnetoresistance of (·) Speer resistors, (•) Matsushita resis­
tors, and (Δ) Ru02 thick film chips 
sonably good reproducibility The insulating cover of the carbon resistors is removed 
and the core is cut into small slabs which gives a faster response and improves the 
thermal contact Leads are connected to the slabs with silver paint [4] Because of 
their dimensions they do not occupy valuable space in the refrigerator and thermal 
anchoring is simple The SPEtR resistors have been calibrated in zero field against 
a CMX thermometer in the temperature range 0 01-4 2 К [5] 
All types of resistor show a change in the resistivity when a magnetic field is 
applied The deviation from the zero field value becomes more and more important 
below 1 К and is considerable below 100 mK Figure 3 2 (a) shows the magnetore-
sistance [/?B — RQ]/RQ for SPEFR and MATSLSHITA carbon resistors, and (b) НиОг 
chip resistors at a temperature of 30 mK The data have been collected in the course 
of doing experiments in the dilution refrigerator 
When a magnetic field is applied, all types of resistor show a similar behaviour 
After an initial drop, the magnetoresistance starts to rise again The position of the 
minimum, however, is different for each type The drop in resistance is approxi­
mately 25-30% for the S P E E R sensors, 18% for the MATSUSHITA'S, and 7-9% for 
the НиОг chips At a temperature of 30 mK this means an apparent increase in 
temperature of 9 mK, 5 mK and 2 5 mK respectively The effect is appreciably less 
at a temperature of 1 2 К Only 5% for the SPEER, 3% for the MATSUSHITA, and 1% 
for the НиОг resistors The data for the S P E E R resistors taken at 19 Τ and 30 Γ, 
are shifted down due to a larger background heat leak during this particular hybrid 
magnet experiment as explained in section 3 4 The field dependence of the S P E E R 
resistors above 5 Τ is approximately 1 2% T - 1 at 30 mK 
The observed behaviour is quantitatively more or less the same as described 
by others [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] There is however some scatter between the reports, also 
when one batch of resistors is compared with another batch of the same kind In 
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Figure 3.3 Temperature dependence of a SIEMENS capacitor (а) В = 0 Τ, 
and (b) В = 5,10,15 Τ Note the change of the position of the minimum 
practice this means that every resistor has to be calibrated in field individually 
The calibration is done under the assumption that there is no temperature 
change in the mixing chamber when a magnetic field is applied This is a realistic 
assumption since there are no metal parts in the tail which can cause eddy current 
heating due to field sweeps or the 300 Hz ripple in the field Furthermore it has 
been checked whether mechanical vibrations of the Bitter magnet cause heating of 
the mixing chamber 
Glass capacitance sensors have been shown to be reliable field-independent 
thermometers (Wiegers et al [11] and references therein) The measured property 
is the dielectric constant of certain vitreous silica glasses In a further search for 
magnetic field independent temperature sensors, we have tested the performance of 
a SIEMENS capacitance thermometer [12] The capacitor was mounted inside the 
mixture and the wiring consisted of a pair of small 0 0 6 mm coaxial cables [13] 
Each coax was contained in a 0 0 7 10 mm stainless steel capillary The capaci­
tance was measured with a high-sensitive automatic capacitance bridge [14] which 
operates at a fixed frequency of 1 kHz 
In figure 3 3(a) the temperature dependence of the capacitance is shown The 
temperature has been measured with calibrated SPbbR carbon resistors described 
above When the temperature is lowered, the capacitance initially drops then passes 
a minimum and finally starts to increase again The sensitivity (l/C)dC/dlnT at 
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 and the 3He molar flow 
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low temperatures is approximately —3 x 10" 3, which is an order of magnitude better 
than that of the vitreous silica sensors [11] 
However, there are several features which make it a far from ideal sensor at 
low temperatures First of all, after cooling down the refrigerator, the capacitance 
shows a drift, which decreases fast with time (one or two days) This effect is ac­
ceptable A more serious one comes into play when a magnetic field is applied The 
capacitance-versus-temperature curve of figure 3 3(a) is being displaced to curve 
(b) as soon as a magnetic field is turned on The displacement in the plot іь both 
horizontal and vertical As soon as a magnetic field is present, the capacitance is 
very insensitive to field variations' Calibration curves taken at 5, 10, and 15 tesla 
almost coincide with curve (b) A satisfying explanation for this behaviour is not 
found The wiring has been measured to produce no field dependent effects using 
an ordinary air-gap capacitor 
3.4 Performance 
The base temperature of the mixing chamber with a 3 IIe flow rate of 45 /xmol/s 
without a magnetic field is 25 mK This can even be brought down to 21 mK when 
the 4 He bath is pumped, due to the reduced background heat leak through the 
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Figure 3.5 Quantum oscillation spectra in UPts for 76 and 92 mK at high 
magnetic fields up to 30 Τ Note the strong temperature dependence of the 
peak near 5 kT The inset shows the oscillations as a function of the applied 
magnetic field В is parallel to the 6 axis of the hexagonal crystal structure 
The spectra are calculated for the interval 24 5 < В < 30 1 
spacers The background heat load on the mixing chamber is measured to be 1 ßW 
and is due to thermal conduction lot only from the top through the plastic and 
the liquid He, but also through the spacers that touch the 4 2 К screen Although 
the spacers are made of VESPEL SP 22 [19] and the contact area with the stainless 
steel is smaller than 0 25 mm2, the contribution to the background heat leak to the 
mixing chamber can not be neglected In figure 3 4 the performance of the dilution 
refrigerator is shown by plotting the temperature in the mixing chamber versus the 
3He flow rate The minimum indicates the balance between cooling power, the heat 
earned by the incoming 3He, and the background heat leak 
The dilution refrigerator has proved itself in several high-field (B > 20 T) 
experiments like measurements of the (fractional) quantum Hall effect [15, 16] and 
magnetisation measurements on pressurised 3He [17] A good example of the flexibil­
ity of this refrigerator is the observation of quantum oscillations in the magnetore-
sistance of the heavy fermion compound UPta (see chapter 5 and reference [18]) 
These measurements have been performed in the Nijmegen 30 Τ hybrid magnet 
system, the first above 20 Τ where a so-called metamagnetic transition takes place 
During operation a base temperature of 35 mK was achieved in the mixing chamber 
In order to make a rotation study, the sample had to be placed below the mixing 
chamber, ι e , in the vacuum space Due to the construction of the rotator and the 
induction of eddy currents in some high purity silver wires (used for thermal link­
ing), the background heat leak and thus the base temperature is slightly higher than 
found in other experiments For UPts the amplitude of the quantum oscillations is 
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strongly influenced by the sample temperature A resistance-versus-magnetic field 
trace (inset) together with its frequency spectrum is illustrated in figure 3 5 The 
extreme temperature dependence of the oscillations is evidenced by the decrease of 
the peak around 5 kT when the sample temperature is increased from 76 to 92 mK 
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Chapter 4 
de Haas — van Alphen oscillations in 
УВа2Сиз07-5 
54 de Haas - van Alphen oscillations ¡η УВагСизОу-^ 
4.1 Introduction 
The claim by Bednorz and Muller [1] in 1986 of evidence of a superconductive tran­
sition occurring at a temperature as high as 30 К in a La Ba-Cu-0 system was 
rapidly confirmed by a number of laboratories in the U S , Japan and Europe It 
weis established that a critical temperature T
c
 in the range of 20 40 К occurred 
for La2-xMxCu04_¿, where M is Ba, Sr or Ca and δ represents an oxygen vacancy 
concentration Application of pressure led to a relatively strong increase of T
c
, 
even higher than 50 К for M = Sr Since pressure was so effective, Wu et al 
[2] applied "chemical pressure", replacing La atoms in the La-Ba-Cu-0 system by 
smaller isovalent Y atoms This produced a 90 К superconductor, later identified as 
ВагСизОу-л Like the initial systems, this material was prepared by ceramic pro­
cessing techniques High temperature annealing in an oxygen containing atmosphere 
was necessary to obtain the exact oxygen content and crystalline phase to give a 
high T
c
 Other preparation techniques have been developed since then, resulting 
in the production of small single-crystals and oriented films After the discovery of 
Ва2Сиз07_4 numerous other high Tc materials belonging to this class have been 
identified, the highest T
c
 reported being 125 К in the compound Tl2Ba2CaCu08_i 
The macroscopic bulk properties of the high T
c
 superconductors (HTCS) are 
now rather well established On the other hand, the microscopic description of the 
basic mechanism(s) responsible for the occurrence of high temperature supercon­
ductivity, is still not settled and contradictory models are presented in the literature 
[3, 4] In the last four years a considerable amount of effort has been directed to elu­
cidate the electronic ground state and the nature of the elementary excitations This 
has led to reports [5] on angle resolved photo emission spectroscopy and positron-
annihilation two-dimensional angular correlation (2D-ACAR) measurements The 
results of these experiments have been interpreted as being supportive of the exis­
tence of a Fermi surface 
Photo emission is, in general, a powerful tool for probing the electronic struc­
ture of materials It has proved somewhat erratic in the study of high T
c
 super­
conductors Because it is a surface sensitive probe, the major experimental hurdle 
has been the preparation of high quality surfaces in vacuum which are representa­
tive of the bulk Only after single-crystals of ВагСизОу-« were cleaved jn situ at 
Τ < 40 К, a distinct and stable Fermi edge was observed, which is consistent with 
metallic behaviour 
Several measurements have been carried out on both insulating and metallic 
single-crystal oxides using the AGAR technique in order to investigate and to com­
pare their electronic structure, in particular with respect to the possible existence 
of a Fermi surface In this case it is less clear how to interpret the experimental 
results Data obtained on the insulator I^CuOi [6 7] have been well described 
by a model denved from a linear combination of atomic orbitals-molecular orbital 
scheme (LCAO MO) [8], thus excluding a dominance of Fermi surface related sig­
nals in \CAR measurements On the other hand, lanigawa et al [9] interpret their 
data on the same compound in terms of Fermi surface topologj Viso Smedskjaer 
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Figure 4.1 Crystal structure of ВагСизО -« together with the correspond­
ing Bnlloum zone 
et al [10] and Bansil et al [11] deduce the existence of four Fermi surface sheets 
from their data measured on ВагСизОу-а 
The possible presence of a Fermi surface in УВагСизОу-« calls strongly for a 
conclusive, direct ground state measurement (like a de Haas - van Alphen experi­
ment) Therefore, the main goal of the work described in this chapter is to establish 
the existence of dHvA quantum oscillations in this material 
4.2 Fermi surface calculations on ВагСизОу-й 
It is not my intention to give a review on the subject of the electronic structure of 
the H PCS nor will I mention the large amount of papers that use a model Hamil-
toman to try to account for the (superconducting) properties of these materials I 
will confine myself to a short description of the crystal structure and the calculated 
Fermi surface for ВагСизОу-г, based on local-density-functional (LDF) theory 
The crystal structure of ВааСизОу.^ is orthorhombic with a single for­
mula unit per primitive cell It can be viewed as a defect perovskite lattice (Y-
Ва)зСиз09_4, based on three Си-centered perovskite cubes with both О vacancy 
ordering and Y-Ba ordering along the с axis The structure is illustrated in figure 
4 1 together with its corresponding Bnlloum zone It is usually described in terms 
of Cu-0 layers and Cu-0 chains The chains consist of Cu(l) and 0(1) atoms along 
the b axis The layers consist of Cu(2), 0(2) and 0(3) atoms The lattice constants 
are approximately α = 3 82 Â, 6 = 3 89 Â, and с = 11 86 Â [12] 
Several linear-augmented-plane-wave (LAPW) calculations have been reported 
[13, 14, 15] Although most calculations are generally in good agreement on a scale 
of a few tens of meV, there are differences in the bands near the Fermi level, re-
sulting in somewhat different predictions regarding the Fermi surface shape Figure 
4 2 shows the Fermi surface cross-sections in all symmetry planes, as calculated by 
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Figure 4.2 Calculated cross-sections of the Fermi surface of ВагСизОу-і 
in all symmetry planes of the Drillouin zone [16]. Several surfaces can be 
distinguished; they are labeled (1)...(4), and described in more detail in the 
text. 
Picket, Cohen and Krakauer (PCK) [16]. It is possible to discern which bands (i.e., 
which parts of the Fermi surface) arise from the Cu-0 chains and which arise from 
the Cu-0 planes. The Fermi surface bands labelled (1) and (4) are chain-derived 
whereas the bands (2) and (3) are plane-derived. 
Speaking in terms of orbits around extremal cross-sectional areas it follows 
from these calculations that, in case the magnetic field is applied along the с axis, 
band (1) has a minimum electron orbit ("neck") at kz = тг/с. Furthermore there are 
two cylindrical, nearly degenerate, hole-like Fermi surfaces (2) and (3), with little 
dispersion along the k. direction. The cross-sectional areas of these "barrels" are 
roughly squares with rounded corners. Finally one can deduce a cylindrical hole 
surface (4) along kz with a small, undulating cross-sectional area, which is minimal 
at kz = 0 and maximal at kz — тг/с. The above described calculation differs from 
a calculation by Yu ei a/. (YMFD) [17] at two points. The latter find an extra, 
chain-derived Fermi surface: an irregular shaped cylinder centered around Y-T. The 
other difference is that the pinching off around U of the planar Fermi surface does 
not occur in the calculation by Yu et αϊ (although it almost happens) which means 
an absence of the "neck" orbit. The extremal cross-bectional areas calculated by 
both groups are listed in table 4.1 together with experimental values, which will be 
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Extremal Fermi surface 
(4) minimum of small cylinder 
(4) maximum of small cylinder 
(1) "neck" 
(3) inner "barrel" 
(2) outer "barrel" 
Area (T) 
530І20 
540І30 
170 
400 
780І20 
— 
220 
420 
3510І100 
— 
3700 
— 
— 
12410 
12050 
— 
— 
12570 
12680 
m* (m
e
) 
7 0±2 5 
9 1+ 2 
-16 
-2.1 
7 2±2 5 
— 
-17 
-2 3 
7 4І2.6 
— 
145 
— 
— 
-1.4 
-1.5 
— 
— 
-1.5 
-1.6 
group 
LANL 
HFLTU 
PCK 
YMFD 
LAN'L 
HFLTU 
PCK 
YMFD 
LANL 
HFLTU 
PCK 
YMFD 
LANL 
HFLTU 
PCK 
YMFD 
LANL 
HFLTU 
PCK 
YMFD 
Table 4.1 Comparison of reported Fermi surface observations by two exper­
imental groups (LANL [19] and HFLTU [21]) with extremal cross-sectional 
areas as calculated by two theoretical groups (PCK [16] and YMFD [17]). 
discussed in the next section. 
4.3 Reported quantum oscillations 
Recent reports [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] claim the observation of dHvA oscillations in very 
high magnetic fields in the compound ВагСизОу^. The samples used for these 
experiments are not single-crystals but consist of fine-grained powders embedded in 
a non-conducting epoxy. All grains have their с axes aligned along a certain direc­
tion. I will now shortly describe the findings of the above mentioned reports. 
First there is the group of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 
[18, 19], using a 105 Τ explosion driven flux compression system. The principle 
of generation of such high fields is the following. A capacitor bank is discharged 
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over a single turn coil of large cross-sectional area This results in a sinusoidal cur­
rent in time When the magnetic field is at its maximum (just below 8 T) both ends 
of the coil are driven into each other by detonation of explosives This traps the 
flux in the metallic hoop As the explosion continues it squeezes the area containing 
the initial flux In this way the magnetic field strength inside is increased to just 
above 100 Τ The time scale of the pulse is 100 μβ The radial expansion of the coil 
and Joule heating leads to a smooth but rapid decrease of the field The maximum 
time derivative of the field dB/dt is in the order of 5 χ IO6 tesla per second [23]' In 
order to detect magnetisation signals, a 100-turn single-layer coil has been wound on 
an aligned-powder-m-epoxy sample of dimensions 0 10x45 mm A compensation 
coil has been wound on a dummy sample consisting of pure epoxy The measured 
signal is proportional to dM/dt It is needless to say that this experimental method 
(especially the explosive part) leads to the loss of both the sample and the pick-up 
coils 
The oscillations reported to have been observed between 100 Τ and 60 Τ 
are listed in table 4 1 Their Fourier transform has contributions at (530±20) T, 
(780±20) Τ and (3510±100) Τ It is concluded that these frequencies correspond 
to the minimum of the small cylinder, the maximum of the small cylinder, and 
the "neck" orbit, respectively (see previous section) The derived orbital effective 
masses for all three frequencies are approximately 7 times the free electron mass 
The "barrel" orbits have not been observed 
The second report stems from the High Field Laboratory of the Tohoku Uni­
versity (HFLTU), Sendai, Japan [21] Their method of detecting dHvA signals is of 
the conventional type the field modulation technique 1 hese experiments have been 
performed in hybrid magnets up to 27 Τ using a modulation frequency of 1000 to 
2500 Hz and a modulation field of 200 Gauss peak-to-peak The modulation coil 
was mounted on the sample holder inside the cryostat Their construction led to 
intense vibrations of everything that is mechanically connected to this coil In or­
der to suppress the vibrations, copper rings were attached to the sample holder, 
nearby the modulation roil, so as to counteract the movements of the vibrating coil 
with induced Lorentz forces in the rings For efficiency purposes four samples were 
measured simultaneously with four PSD's The magnetic field was swept between 
10 and 27 Τ with a maximum rate of 1 0 T/min It is claimed that in this way a 
dHvA frequency is observed at (540±30) Τ corresponding to the minimum of the 
cross-section of the Fermi surface around point S (the small undulating cylinder) 
The effective mass for this extremal orbit is estimated to be 2 times the free electron 
mass No other frequencies have been observed 
A very recent experiment by \izhankovskii et al [24], using a totally differ­
ent approach to quantum oscillations, is reported to have produced information on 
the Fermi surface of ВагСизОу-^ It shows a faint oscillatory behaviour of the 
contact potential difference between the plates of a capacitance, consisting of a thin 
epitaxial film of ВазСизОт-і and a polycrystalline (in this case a bronze) counter 
electrode The underlying idea is that the chemical potential in a conductor - like 
all thermodynamic quantities - is expected to oscillate with the same periodicity as 
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that of the dHvA effect but with very small amplitude microvolts or less for most 
metals The effect was first predicted by Kaganov et al [25] The periodic variation 
of the contact potential of ВагСизОу^, as measured by Nizhankovskn et al, has 
dHvA spectrum contributions at 250 Τ and 525 Τ No higher frequencies have been 
observed 
It is important to be aware of the fact that all groups have observed oscilla­
tions in rather different experimental conditions, which calls for caution when mak­
ing comparisons Also the sample material might not be the same for the LANL 
and HFLTU groups Finally one must be careful when comparing the measured 
orbit sizes to the theoretical values since small changes in the band structure near 
the Fermi level causes considerable variations in the cross-sectional areas, especially 
those of the smaller extremal orbits 
4.4 The Nijmegen experiments 
The decision to start experimenting on ВагСизОу-д was based on the fact that we 
should be able to at least reproduce the results mentioned above, for high magnetic 
fields are easily produced as well as samples Furthermore a complete dHvA set up 
was ready at the time Our first aim was to look for quantum oscillations in more or 
less the same circumstances as the HFLTL group, meaning a modulation technique 
at high continuous background fields up to 20 Τ The dHvA set up is discussed in 
chapter 2 I h e samples have been prepared in the same way as in references [19] and 
[21] The ceramic pellets were produced in a rather standard way The materials 
Y2CU2O5 and ВаСиОг were ground and thoroughly mixed in a molar ratio of 1 4 
Next the mixture has been pressed into a pellet and was kept at a temperature of 
950 0C for 48 hours m an oxygen-nch environment A resistance measurement on a 
fragment of this pellet showed a superconductive transition at 90 К with a 90%-10% 
width of ~ 0 7 К 
Immediately afterwards the pellet has been carefully ground in a mortar Op­
tical inspection of cut samples revealed grain sizes ranging from a few μτα to 30 μπι, 
with an average of 10 μτη The powder was then stirred into STYCAST 1266 epoxy 
resin and the slurry was cast in several 0 10 mm cylindrical moulds which had 
been drilled in a small teflon piece In order to orient the grams, the mould was 
placed in a strong magnetic field generated by a Bitter magnet The axes of the 
tiny holes were parallel to the magnetic field direction The magnet was operated 
at a field of 10 Τ making excursions to 15 Γ every 5 minutes Due to the intrinsic 
crystal amsotropy the magnetisation is also anisotropic [26] Along the с axis of a 
crystallite it is much larger than along the a or b axis The torque on the crystallite 
will thus tend to align the с axis parallel to the magnetic field direction During the 
alignment the mould was heated to ~ 50 0C, which served two purposes At first 
it makes the resin less viscous which facilitates the rotation of the small crystallites 
during the alignment The second reason is that after a while the epoxy hardens 
quicker, in this way shortening the alignment procedure to 2 hours 
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2 θ [deg] 
Figure 4.3 (a) X-ray powder diffraction pattern taken from grams of 
ВагСизОт-а embedded in epoxy, (b) pattern obtained from a sample which 
has been oriented in a magnetic field (see text) θ is the angle between the 
X-ray beam and a plane in the sample which is perpendicular to the applied 
field direction 
In order to check the effect of the magnetic field on the orientation, powder 
diffraction patterns were taken with an X-ray spectrometer [27] The patterns are 
shown in figure 4 3 for two epoxy embedded samples one prepared with, the other 
without applying a magnetic field Although not visible on this scale, a large num­
ber of reflections could be identified m the spectrum of the non-oriented sample All 
the (kkl) reflections with h, к = 0 increase significantly in the aligned sample, con­
firming the anticipated с axis orientation The (006) peak has grown by a factor of 
140 Other intensities in the diffraction pattern, like the (103)/(013) near 33° or the 
(123)/(213) near 69° seem to be hardly influenced by the alignment procedure pos­
sibly by a remnant randomness in crystal orientation This can be understood if a 
certain fraction of the grains in the epoxy does not consist of true single-crystals but 
of a conglomerate of several crystallites with non-parallel orientation, which hamper 
each other in the aligning process The possibility that these reflections stem from 
non-reacted Y2CU2O5 or ВаСиОг can be ruled out since a diffraction pattern taken 
from unonented powder which had been allowed to re-react again at 950° for 24 
hours did not show a reduction of these peaks There is however clear evidence that 
a considerable fraction of the sample has been oriented along the desired direction 
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4.4.1 Attempts with the modulation technique 
The modulation experiments have been performed with the sample in the mixing 
chamber of the dilution refrigerator, described in chapter 3 The reason for doing 
this is straightforward If an effective mass ratio of 7, as reported by the LANL 
group, is valid for magnetic fields around 15 Τ then a considerable gain in signal 
strength can be obtained by going from say 1 2 К to 50 mK The amplitude damping 
due to thermal smearing of the Fermi surface (1 26) will decrease from 200 to close 
to 1 Most of the times the magnetic field was swept between 10 Τ and 20 T, with 
a sweep rate varying between 0 1 and 1 0 T/min We have tried numerous combi­
nations of modulation frequency and modulation amplitude, ranging from the full 
1800 Gauss peak-to-peak at 10 Hz to 25 Gauss peak-to-peak at 1000 Hz Although 
we have focussed on a possible presence of the frequencies reported by LANL, we 
have found no reproducible dHvA signatures in YB^CusOys 
Detection was usually done at the second harmonic of the modulation fre­
quency In our first attempts we encountered enormous heating of the mixing cham­
ber (T ~ 1 K) when the modulation field was turned on, especially when the back­
ground magnetic field was zero The pick-up signal was also rich in harmonics of 
the modulation frequency All these phenomena seemed to point in one direction 
the grains in the sample were probably arranged beyond the percolation threshold, 
causing hysteresis and dissipation due to flux flow 
Further measurements were done on samples from a second batch which had a 
filling fraction that was smaller by a factor of two The heating of the samples due to 
modulation was still appreciable but noticeably smaller and we were able to collect 
a large number of traces which could be analysed and checked for reproducibility 
and "Bessel behaviour" (2 7) of the amplitude of possible frequency candidates All 
"peaks" we have ever observed stood out from the background noise level by a factor 
of three at most None of them were reproducible they could not be observed again 
if all experimental conditions were kept unchanged A dependence on the modula­
tion depth or temperature hai never been seen 
In order to be more comparative with the LANL measurements we have also 
studied aligned samples which were manufactured by the Los Alamos group [28] and 
have a low filling fraction of 17% by volume Again we have used the same set up 
and checked for reproducibility in possible dHvA signatures With these samples 
we hardly experienced heating of the mixing chamber during field modulation It 
was possible to maintain a temperature of 70 mK at maximum modulation depth 
Nevertheless these experiments were just as fruitless as the ones on our own samples 
In order to get some idea of the reproducibility, figure 4 4 shows five traces on a 
LANL sample, each taken under exactly the same circumstances 
4.4.2 The "pulsed" field method 
In an attempt to simulate the experimental conditions of a pulse measurement we 
have ramped the field of a Bitter magnet as fast as possible and measured the 
induced voltage on the dHvA pick-up coil In the normal operation mode the 6-
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Figure 4.4 Several dHvA-traces on YBagCusOy-i, taken under equal exper­
imental conditions using the field modulation technique No correlation has 
been found between the recordings 
MW power supply is able to sweep the magnetic field with a maximum velocity of 
0 5 T/s In this mode the transistor unit after each rectifier is able to reduce the 
presence of harmonics of 50 Hz in the magnet current It is possible to increase 
the sweep rate to 2 T/s However, in this case the transistor unit of the power 
supply is not working properly Normally this unit corrects for small deviations in 
the magnet current (mostly harmonics of 50 Hz from the rectifier units), but at 
this sweep rate the unit becomes overloaded and the 50 Hz harmonics are passed to 
the magnetic field without filtering, which leads to extra noise in the dHv\ pick-up 
signal The position of the yoke of each rectifier unit is varied by means of filling 
and emptying oil-pressurised cylinders '1 his process limits the sweep rate An extra 
complication of this rather uncontrolled ramping up and down is that during the 
"up-sweep" several bursts of noise appear in the magnetic field We have not been 
able to pinpoint and remove the cause of these bursts and decided to measure only 
during ''down-sweeps", where they were absent In figure 4 5 an example is given of 
the time profile of the magnetic field 
It is possible to derive from the LANL data what signal strength one can 
expect in a pulse experiment in Nijmegen, assuming that the Lifshitz-Kosevich 
relation is applicable in both experimental conditions Suppose that the oscillatory 
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РЭ 
Figure 4.5 Field variation in time during a "pulse" with the Bitter magnet 
system. 
magnetisation is given by 
M(f) = M o ( f l ( O ) - s i n ^ + 0 
then the voltage, induced in the pick-up coil, is 
дМ дМ . V, pu 
(4.1) 
cdt =сдв-в 
c-B2 M0(B(t))cos\ +φ] В (4.2) 
where MQ is equal to the expression for the amplitude in equation (1.34). The 
approximation used here is that the magnetic field does not change considerable 
compared with the period of the dHvA signal. The quantity с stands for the coupling 
factor of the pick-up coil with the sample. 
Several quantities in the above expression differ appreciably from the LANL 
set up. While the time derivative of the magnetic field is in the order of 106 T/s, 
in Nijmegen 2 T/s is the fastest we can do. On the other hand the pick-up coil 
in Nijmegen has a considerably better flux coupling to the sample than the one of 
LANL. The term F/B2 will also be to our advantage. And again, if the effective 
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Figure 4.β Amplitude spectra |S(F) | of the dHvA signal of a Aui-xAgx 
(x = 2 5 χ Ю - 3 ) lest sample, taken with the "pulsed" field method, (a) 
spectrum of a single trace between 10 and 15 T, (b) spectrum of 20 averaged 
traces The inset shows the data versus 1/B after averaging. 
mass of 7 тп
е
 is still applicable in fields around 15 Τ the thermal damping coefficient 
(1 26) will provide a relative gain of 200 Taking all factors into account, we expect 
the signal amplitude on the pick-up coil in the Nijmegen experiment to be in the 
order of 0 5 μΥ The expected time frequency of a 550 Τ dHvA-signal will be 
,
 F
 ' f=B2B a few Hz (4 3) 
which is comfortably below the 50 Hz ripple and its harmonics In order to increase 
the signal-to-noise ratio we have developed a semi-automatic pulse routine, which 
allowed us to pulse every 90 seconds and to collect 100 traces in a few hours Af­
ter preamphfication and filtering, the signal from the pick-up coils together with 
some voltage proportional to the magnetic field are fed into a PC-based stereo AD 
converter with 2000 Hz sample rate [29] The data have been processed by thor­
oughly tested routines This includes digital filtering, conversion to 1/Б, and Fourier 
transforming The averaging has been done in two ways. Either the data have been 
averaged in the В domain, followed by conversion to \/B and calculation of the 
Fourier transform, or every trace was first transposed to the \/B domain, next av 
eraged in the 1/B domain and finally Fourier transformed Both paths should lead 
to the same result Furthermore all traces could optionally be divided by dB/dt so 
as to prevent possible oscillations in the sweep rate to show up as dHvA signals A 
good way to check whether oscillations are periodic in 1/В is to compare the peak 
width in a Fourier transform of data in the В domain with a Fourier transform of 
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data in the 1/В domain a genuine dHvA peak should broaden in the В domain 
Before starting measurements on УВагСизОу-г we have checked the reliability 
of the "pulsed" method by making calibration measurements using the [111] neck 
oscillations of the same Aui-
x
Ag
x
 sample as has been used for testing the mod­
ulation set up (page 32) The magnetic field is derived directly from the current 
through the Bitter stacks The validity of this was verified by comparing it with si­
multaneous field registrations performed by integrating the pick-up voltage induced 
in a monitor coil which surrounds the sample and the set of dHvA coils (see section 
2 3) It was deduced that measuring the field using the Bitter current is accurate 
within 7 χ 10 - 4 The software routines could be tested and the analysis proved to be 
reliable the signal-to-noise ratio of the neck orbit improved roughly by y/N when 
averaging N = 20 "pulses" and the frequency determined for this orbit differed less 
than 1% from the literature value of 1532 tesla [30] (see figure 4 6) The peak height 
of the harmonic at 3 kT has reduced somewhat due to the averaging This is the 
result of a spread in the phase of the oscillations between the consecutive traces It 
is estimated from this decrease of the second harmonic amplitude that the repro­
ducibility of a trace is in the order of 10 Gauss when expressed in magnetic field 
Also, averaging in the 1/В domain or averaging in the В domain resulted in similar 
Fourier spectra We have estimated the coupling constant с of the sample to the 
dHvA pick-up coil by means of an amplitude analysis of the gold signal It turned 
out to be 0 11 T/A which is comparable to the value of 0 16 T/A we have derived 
from modulation experiments on exactly the same sample in exactly the same coil 
configuration The outcome of these tests gave therefore enough confidence for us 
to be able to extract possible dHvA oscillations with frequencies around 500 'I in 
the high T
c
 superconductor, provided they are strong enough 
We have studied both our home-made samples and those of the LA\L group 
[28] In comparison with the case of field modulation, the heating of the mixing 
chamber of the dilution refrigerator after a field "pulse" was almost negligible We 
have averaged the data obtained from 70 to 100 pulses and we have concentrated on 
the existence of dHvA peaks in the frequency interval 100-1500 tesla Although we 
sometimes believed to have pinpointed a peak, it turned out to be irreproducible, 
meaning the signal-to-noise ratio of this peak did not grow as the number of aver­
aged pulses was increased In fact only one of the pulses in the ensemble turned out 
to be responsible for a strong "oscillation" After removal of this trace, the peak in 
the average spectrum had disappeared ΑΠ ¡η all we must conclude that the only 
phenomena we were abie to observe ¡n УВагСизОу-а were caused by sheer noise 
and incidental events 
Since we roughly know the sensitivity of our experimental set up, we can de­
rive from the noise level in our measurements an estimate of the upper limit of the 
amplitude of the oscillatory magnetisation in УВа^Си^Оу^ From the modulation 
measurements we derive a maximum magnetisation of 8 7 Am - 1 while the pulse 
measurements give an upper bound of 13 Am - 1 The difference is mainly due to the 
difference in the coupling constants c, as determined for each technique This means 
that at least for the dHvA measurements on ВагСизОт-а we have used two more 
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or less equally sensitive methods The values are only a factor of 15 smaller than 
the amplitude of the magnetisation caused by the [111] neck orbit of the Aui-^Ags 
test sample The reason for this is that the high Tc samples induce more noise in 
the pick-up system than the gold alloy does, possibly because of flux jumps 
4.4.3 Interpretation of the results 
In this concluding section I would like to discuss the mere possibility of detecting 
dHvA oscillations in ВагСизОт-г, since the upper critical field BC2 for В parallel 
to the с axis is very high (well over 100 Τ [31]) and consequently the magnetooscil-
lations can only be measured in the superconducting (mixed) state In the past two 
decades there have been several reports on quantum oscillation measurements in 
Chevrel type superconductors Examples are magnetothermal oscillations in зСе 
[32], and dHvA measurements on NbsSb [33], NbsSn and V3S1 [34] All these obser­
vations were done above BC2 
Only one Fermi surface measurement has been performed successfully both 
above and below BCÎ by Graebner and Robbms [35] m the quasi-two-dimensional 
compound 2Я-МЬ8е2 The oscillations were seen in the magnetisation as well as in 
temperature One might expect that the field inhomogeneity associated with the 
presence of a vortex lattice in the mixed state of the superconductor, would provide 
an obstacle to the observation of the dHvA effect However for a material like NbSe2 
the Ginzburg-Landau parameter к is extremely large and it is estimated that the 
field variation along a cyclotron orbit is smaller than £GL/A = 1% From the field 
dependence of the oscillation amplitude it is derived that the Dingle temperature -
a measure for the scattering rate - is somewhat increased from 0 96 К in the normal 
state at high fields to 1 35 К in the mixed state, just below flC2 The measured 
dHvA frequency below BC2 is slightly (3%) higher than above the transition This 
is explained by the fact that the Landau oscillations are periodic in 1/В and В in 
the mixed state is decreasing toward zero more rapidly (that is a higher apparent 
frequency) than it would in the case of В = μ0Η 
The subject of orbital quantisation of quasiparticles and the dHvA effect in 
the mixed state of a superconductor has been addressed by several authors In 1968, 
Gruenberg and Günther [36] showed, making a Green s function analysis of the mod-
ification of the gap equation near BC2, that Landau level quantisation should have 
a significant effect on the properties of a superconductor and it followed that the 
superconductive transition temperature TC(B) would be an oscillatory function of 
the magnetic field Other authors studying quantum oscillatory bcha\ lour in a type 
II superconductor [37, 38] also conclude that it should be possible to observe these 
effects, even below BC2 
One can estimate the number of vortices in ВагСизОу-а that are surrounded 
by the extremal cyclotron orbit corresponding to a dHvA frequency of 550 Γ and in 
this way get a feeling for the field inhomogeneity experienced inside the superconduc­
tor The relation between real space and reciprocal space is given by |r| = (h/eB)\k\ 
The vortex density can be approximated by n0 « Β /Φ s where Φ; is the supcrcon-
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ducting flux quantum (2 07xl0 - 1 5 Wb) At 15 Τ the extremal reciprocal area 
A = 2жеЕ/п corresponds to a real-space orbit with radius r
c
 « 60 nm, which con­
tains about ттг^Пф ~ 80 vortices The vortex separation is approximately 10 nm and 
this is about 5 times the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length £oil in the a — b plane of 
the crystal structure [39, 40, 41] The field penetration depth \
а
ь is extremely large 
(>1500 Â [42]) and the field variation along a cyclotron orbit will be of the order of 
0 5% At 15 Τ the period B^/F = 0 14 T, which is not much larger than 0 5% of 
15 Τ Therefore one might expect some form of extra scattering due to the presence 
of the vortices and consequently a reduction of a dHvA amplitude 
Very recently Stephen [43] and Maki [44] have studied the effect of orbit quan­
tisation on the quasiparticle excitation spectrum above the gap, outside the vortex 
cores Both authors find that the gap Д(Д) in the mixed state behaves as an extra 
Dingle temperature and in this way reduces the amplitude of the dHvA oscillations 
This extra scattering by the vortices is given by 
- ~ Δ(ΰ) 2 π ßU)c 
11/2 
(4 4) 
where μ is the Fermi energy and ai
c
 is the cyclotron frequency This effect is in­
deed observed by Graebner and Robbms although no field dependence of the Dingle 
temperature was reported and it wafa small enough to be able to observe quantum 
oscillations well below BC2 
Both Stephen and Maki find that only in a narrow region near 5C2, where 
Δ(#) ~ A(0)(l-ß/öC2)1 / 2 is sufficiently small, it is likely to find dHvA effects The 
actual numbers become even more depressing considering the already high content 
of impurities in these materials Therefore a possible explanation for our negative 
results might very well be that the amplitude is indeed too small to be detected, 
since we operated in a field region well below BC2 
There are other considerations which make a successful dHvA measurement 
questionable The normal state properties of the high Tc superconductors - like 
resistivity, thermal conductivity, Hall coefficient, optical conductivity, Raman scat-
tering intensity, tunneling conductance, and nuclear relaxation rate - are frequently 
unlike those expected for a Fermi liquid [45] In the light of this a phenomeno-
logical model by Varma [46] has gained considerable attention since it provides a 
unified description of the normal state properties mentioned above It is referred 
to as the margina,! Fermi liquid model and it is based on the hypothesis that there 
exist spin and charge response functions of the Fermi liquid that have an additional 
contribution XA(k,u)) to the polansabihty where 
І т М А ^ ] = { _
л
, ; 0 ^ п И j j > r (4 5) 
and is frequency limited by a sharp cut off \ωχ\ Here Xm is the imaginary part, Τ is 
the temperature, and N(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level This unusual 
form for ТТП[ХА} has been observed very recently in neutron [47] and Raman [48] 
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Figure 4.7 Reduction of the dHvA amplitude plotted as a function of tem­
perature for several values of the magnetic field The amplitudes ALK and A 
are the amplitude factors of the Lifshitz Kosevich formula and of the revised 
formula calculated for a marginal Fermi liquid, respectively (after Wasserman 
et al [49]) 
scattering experiments Given this hypothesis, it has been calculated by Wasser­
man et al [49] what the effect will be on the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula They 
conclude that, although the dHvA frequencies remain unaffected, the amplitude of 
the oscillations will be reduced because of an enhanced value for the effective mass 
m' = т в ( l + (2/tf)g2Ar(0)2[l + \og^
x
/T)}} (4 6) 
where тв is the effective mass before enhancement, defined in equation (1 5) Note 
that τη* has become temperature dependent1 The degree of suppresbion is deter­
mined by the parameters - J * and gN(0) In figure 4 7 the influence of this logarith­
mic temperature dependence is illustrated by plotting the reduction factor as a func­
tion of temperature, for the case that ωχ = 15 кв, ^ Л (О)2 = π and т ц = 0 5 т
е 
Considering the outcome of our own experiments together with the contem­
plations in the paragraphs above, we might try to come up with some conclusion 
with respect to dHvA oscillations in ВагСизОт-г Until this day the LANL and 
the YMFD reports have been the only claims on the observation of oscillations Al­
though there have been serious efforts, no other group has published similar results 
One could argue that, in order to be able to see merely a glimpse of quantum os­
cillatory behaviour in ВагСизОу-г, it is necessary to apply magnetic fields which 
are close to Bcì (i e , in the order of 100 tosla) In that case the LANL group is 
the sole claimant of dHvA oscillations, which is scientifically spoken an unsatisfying 
situation, since - for the near future confirmation by other, independent groups 
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is not possible. At the same time it would make the YMFD interpretation of their 
results questionable, to say the least, especially since the Nijmegen experiments have 
been performed under almost the same conditions. 
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Chapter 5 
Quan tum oscillations in UPts in high magnetic 
fields 
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5.1 Introduction 
Over the past few years a new branch of metal physics has emerged which is rapidly 
developing Central are intermetalhc compounds containing rare earth (predomi-
nantly Ce) or actmide (predominantly U) ions, displaying a very unusual low tem-
perature behaviour Below a characteristic temperature Tp¿ they behave like Fermi 
liquids, where TFL is in the order of tens of kelvin Here the part of the specific 
heat that is linear in T, 7, as well as the almost temperature independent magnetic 
susceptibility χ = дМ/дВ have exceptionally high values when compared to con­
ventional metals This indicates a high density of states at the Fermi surface or, in 
other words, very high effective quasiparticle masses that can become as large as 
a few hundred times the free electron mass m
e
 Because of the presence of quasi-
particles with large effective mass these systems are named heavy fermion systems 
or strongly interacting/correlated fermion systems Members of this family are for 
example СеАІз, CeBe, CeCue, CeCujS^, СеРЬз, СеЕигЗіг, СеЗпз, UBei3, UPts, 
and UR.U2S12 
For temperatures much higher than Tn the systems can be described best 
in terms of conduction electrons with conventional masses in addition to well lo­
calised ƒ electrons ( 4 / for Ce, 5 / for U) In this temperature range the magnetic 
behaviour associated with these localised moments is of the Curie- Weiss type It is 
the existence of interactions between the localised ƒ electrons and the conduction 
electrons that causes the cross-over to the heavy fermion state at sufficiently low 
temperatures Thereby the system lowers its energy by losing the magnetic mo-
ments associated with the ƒ electrons At the same time the ƒ electrons become 
part of the Fermi surface, implying that they can no longer be perfectly localised 
A closely connected phenomenon, where the localised magnetic moments in a 
metal are lost, is known as the Kondo effect [1] It deals with the ideal situation of 
a single magnetic impurity, embedded in a sea of conduction electrons Because of 
strong many-body effects such an impurity can form a singlet ground state with the 
surrounding conduction electrons and its moment effectively becomes screened The 
associated energy gain is к^Тц, where the Kondo temperature Тк can vary between 
a fraction of a kelvin to hundreds of kelvin It has been known since 1930 [2] that 
in dilute magnetic alloys at low temperatures the resistivity, instead of dropping 
monotomcally for decreasing temperature, displays a shallow minimum after which 
it starts to rise again Also in connection with this singlet formation there is an 
excess specific heat and spin susceptibility, 1 e , a contribution to the local density of 
conduction electron states In this single ion case all physical properties scale with 
respect to Тк, provided that Тк is not too large 
Because heavy fermion systems have at least one magnetic ion per unit cell 
they have sometimes been referred to as 'Kondo lattice "' systems Yet it does not 
mean that the heavy fermion state is a concentrated Kondo state, since interactions 
between the magnetic impurities should be considered As a consequence, the con­
densation energy as well as other physical properties (for instance the susceptibility 
per ion) are different from the single-impurity case 
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There is strong experimental evidence that in the low temperature limit heavy 
fermion systems can be described as normal Fermi liquids [6], so there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the low energy excitations of the strongly correlated ƒ elec-
tron system and those of a nearly free electron gas Since this chapter is dedicated to 
measurements on the compound UPts some of its low temperature properties, which 
are thought to be characteristic of a Fermi liquid state, will be discussed Although 
these properties are not systematically observed in all heavy fermion compounds 
they nevertheless can be regarded as typical 
First, the resistivity shows a cross-over to a new regime below 20 К At tem­
peratures lower than approximately 1 5 К the temperature dependence has become 
quadratic (p = p0 + AT2) This is indeed characteristic of a Fermi liquid, since 
1/т ОС {квТ)2 The quantity A is several orders of magnitudes larger than in con­
ventional metals Second, also at very low temperatures, the specific heat C„ is 
closely linear in Τ (C„ = 7Γ), where 7 и 420 mJ/moleK2 for UPta [7, 8, 9, 10], 
which is very large compared to 0 7 mJ/moleK2 for copper In the Fermi liquid 
model the value of 420 mJ/moleK2 leads to an average effective quasiparticle mass 
of к 180 m
e
 [11] Third the low temperature magnetic susceptibility is virtually 
constant and (again) very large Furthermore the nuclear spin lattice relaxation 
rate l/Ti shows a linear temperature dependence below 7 K, another indication of 
Fermi liquid behaviour [12] 
However, the strongest justification for the Fermi liquid picture is the di­
rect observation of long-lived fermion quasiparticles by means of the dHvA effect 
[13, 14, 15] A detailed study of the temperature dependence of the dHvA ampli­
tudes yielded effective masses ranging from 15 тп
е
 to 90 m
e
, where the value depends 
on which Fermi surface sheet is considered and depending on the orientation in the 
magnetic field In section 5 4 the Fermi surface of UPt3 will be discussed UPt3 
is not the only heavy fermion material for which dHvA measurements have estab­
lished the existence of heavy quasiparticles on the Fermi surface Other examples 
are CeCu6 [16, 17, 18, 19], CeB6 [20, 21, 22], CeRu2Si2 [15], CeAl2 [15, 18, 23], CeNi 
[22], and CeCu2Si2 [24] 
Until this point I have not mentioned the intriguing property that several heavy 
fermion compounds show superconducting and/or magnetic phase transitions at low 
temperatures UPta is one of them it becomes superconducting below 7c = 0 5 K, 
1 e , it develops from within the heavy fermion state What is more, the occurrence 
of antiferromagnelic ordering below 5 К suggests an unusual form of the supercon­
ductive ground state, since magnetic moments are usually believed to destroy the 
superconductive ground state The next section will be devoted to this topic 
5.2 Magnetic order and superconductivity 
Numerous heavy fermion compounds share the common low temperature feature of 
developing small ordered moments out of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations involv­
ing different ƒ sites This is also the case for UPts The observation of a T3 In Г 
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contribution to the low temperature specific heat was the first indication of spin fluc-
tuations [7] in this material The presence of such a term is not unusual in Fermi 
liquid theory [25] Spin fluctuations are best discussed in terms of a generalised sus-
ceptibility x(q, ω), which measures the response of a system to an applied magnetic 
field varying in time and space characterised by a wave vector q and a frequency 
uj Singularities or resonances in the imaginary part of the susceptibility, x"(q, ω), 
reveal the spectrum of the magnetic excitations A powerful technique to measure 
these excitations is thermal neutron scattering The neutrons will interact via the 
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction with the spins and in this the way probe both 
the spatial and temporal correlations in the spin density On one hand this can be a 
static spin density distribution, measured with elastic (Ηω = 0) neutron scattering 
On the other hand it is possible to probe the dynamic excitation spectrum with 
inelastic (Ηω > 0) scattering 
Neutron scattering studies of Aepph et al [26] have considerably clarified 
the fluctuation spectrum of I'Pta They confirm the existence of inter-site spin 
fluctuations as well as a large background amplitude corresponding to local spin 
fluctuations, independent of q The local magnetisation fluctuates at a typical rate, 
or energy, of approximately 10 meV On a smaller energy scale of 5 meV, there exists 
a tendency for neighbouring moments to be weakly antiferromagnetically correlated 
in the q = (0,0,1) direction As a function of temperature, these correlations seem 
to be developing when the temperature is decreased below 17 K, at which temper­
ature a weak maximum is observed in the bulk susceptibility 
At a still lower energy of the order of a few tenths of a meV (i e , on a rel­
atively long time scale), the moments are antiferromagnetically correlated in the 
q = (i j .0,1) direction (see figure 5 1) It was even more surprising that in this 
direction and below 5 К also small elastic (hui = 0) peaks were observed, suggest­
ing static ordering The corresponding ordered moment was determined to be only 
(0 02 ± 0 01)μη, or about one percent of the intrinsic 5/ moments seen in the Cune-
Weiss susceptibility Although this ordering was observed in all samples studied 
by Aepph and coworkers, as well as in samples of different origin by Taillefer and 
coworkers [27], it is still not firmly settled whether this magnetic ordering is really 
intrinsic The reason for this is that the width of the (±2,0,1) peak is not limited 
by the resolution of the apparatus so there must be some remnant disorder in the 
samples Furthermore there is no observation yet of a corresponding anomaly in 
bulk properties such as specific heat or magnetisation 
The discovery of a superconducting ground state in several heavy fermion com­
pounds was rather unexpected, since magnetic ions were mainly known to act as 
pair breakers for the superconducting pairs For superconductivity to occur, there 
must be an attractive interaction between the quasiparticles In the case of "conven­
tional" superconductors this is possible because of electron-phonon-electron inter­
actions However, the formation of superconducting pairs can also be obtained via 
other fermion-fermion interactions, ι e , without invoking phonons A well-known 
example is the superfluidity of 3He In this system a fermion-fermion interaction 
between the 3He atoms is generated by the exchange of spin fluctuations (see for ex-
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Figure 5.1 Weak static magnetic antiferromagnetic order in the direction 
q = ( J, 0,1) which is slowly developing below 5 К The open and closed circles 
refer to uranium ions in adjacent planes of the hexagonal (SnNis) structure 
The distance between the planes is c/2 (after Aepph et al [26]) 
ample Leggett [28]) The interaction is attractive for pairs with parallel spin The 
strongly repulsive short-range part of the interaction is avoided by forming pairs 
with finite angular momentum and spin-triplet pairing in a I = 1 (p-wave) state 
is found to be the most favourable It has been suggested that a similar situation 
is the case in heavy fermion systems, where spin fluctuations have been observed 
and strong local quasiparticle repulsion is caused by the fact that it is energetically 
unfavourable for two ƒ electrons to occupy the same site Yet there are also numer-
ous differences between 3He and heavy fermion systems, as pointed out in reference 
[29] For instance the electrons which form the superconducting pairs in the heavy 
fermion systems are charged, while the 3He atoms are neutral Furthermore, in 
contrast to 3He atoms, the electrons in a heavy fermion system move about in a 
periodic lattice 
Several low-temperature properties of UPta point at the possibility that the 
superconductive ground state is unconventional The observation of a power law 
temperature dependence of ultrasonic attenuation [30] and heat capacity [10, 31] 
below Tc seem to exclude the presence of an energy gap, which is non-zero over the 
whole of the Fermi surface, since otherwise the low energy excitations would die out 
exponentially with temperature Interpretations have been made in terms of a gap 
parameter with line or point nodes on the Fermi surface, as opposed to a simple 
scalar parameter 
Another peculiarity of the superconducting state is evident when the field-
temperature phase diagram is considered In the last three years a number of ex-
periments have revealed the presence of three superconducting phases (see figure 
5 2) The most direct evidence for this comes from specific heat measurements [10] 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of the superconducting phase diagram 
of LPts in the В - Τ plane The lines denote the collection of points where 
anomalies have been observed in the specific heat, ultrasound velocity, and 
thermal expansion measurements Three phases have been distinguished -
labeled A, B, and С - for both В || с and В ± с 
Instead of one, two sharp discontinuities have been observed in C„ at 7,
c
+
 = 490 mK 
and T~ = 435 mK Application of a magnetic field [31] causes a lowering of both 
T
c
+
 and T~, as well as a decrease m (T
c
+
 — Τ,Γ) The two transitions merge into 
each other at a critical point (B ~ 0 5 Τ, Τ ~ 400 mK) for В J. с and (B ~ 1 T, 
Τ ~ 350 mK) for В || с Also anomalies in ultrasound attenuation [32], ultrasound 
velocity [33] and the linear thermal expansion [34] have added proof to the exis­
tence of multiple superconducting phases Another indication is the observation of 
a sharp kink in B
c
\ [35] and Дд [36] as a function of temperature The boundary 
that separates phases В and С has been seen in ultrasound attenuation [32] and 
ultrasound velocity [33] measurements 
In a recent review by Taillefer et al [37] the various superconducting prop­
erties are described in more detail and includes a discussion on several proposed 
models to explain the phcise diagram For instance, the smallness of the splitting of 
the superconductive transition is interpreted in terms of a symmetry breaking field 
[38, 39] provided by the weak magnetic order below 5 К It distorts the hexagonal 
symmetry and lifts a degeneracy in T
c
 Another perspective is of group theoretical 
origin [40], where it has been inferred that the multiple phases in the В — Ί di-
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agram can be the result of a coupling of the superconducting and magnetic order 
parameters 
5.3 The metamagnetic transition of UPts 
In order to shed more light on the nature of magnetic interactions in heavy fermion 
compounds, external magnetic fields can be applied Anomalies in zero field prop­
erties, observed at an energy k^T', have a corresponding anomaly at the Zeeman 
energy μβΒ* For example UPta shows a maximum in χ at 17 К in zero field, 
which relates to a strong peak in the low temperature magnetic susceptibility around 
B" = 20 Τ [41] To be more specific, the bulk average magnetisation increases lin­
early below 17 Τ and shows a step-like increase, centered around 20 Τ The step 
size corresponds to a magnetisation jump of « 0 3 дв per U ion The magnetic field 
clearly drives the system out of its zero-field ground state and this field-induced 
transition is called a metamagnetic transition A similar observation is made for 
CeRu2Si2, where a maximum in χ at 10 К in 7ero field corresponds to a maximum 
in χ at B* = 8 Τ [42] For both systems the transition becomes more abrupt when 
the temperature is lowered 
However, there are some qualitative differences between the two compounds 
The transition m СеКигЗіг only occurs for a field along the tetragonal с axis and 
therefore has a one dimensional character, whereas for LPta the transition is seen 
for all field directions in the a — b hexagonal basal plane, thus showing a two dimen­
sional character Other differences are that СеНигЗіг is not a superconductor nor 
does it show static magnetic ordering 
Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on СеКигЗіг [43] in magnetic fields 
yield a strong reduction of slow antiferromagnetic fluctuations when В « 8 Τ, while 
the background of local spin fluctuations survives the transition Such experiments 
have not been done yet for UPta because of its high value of B*, so this microscopic 
signature of the metamagnetic transition in UPts still remains to be confirmed 
Nevertheless, since there are strong similarities between the magnetic properties of 
LPta and CeRu2Si2, there is reason to believe that the metamagnetic transition has 
a common origin in both compounds 
Anomalies in other physical properties have been observed around B' The 
coefficient 7 of the linear-in-T term in the specific heat exhibits a maximum (about 
50% larger than the zero field value) at the metamagnetic transition [44, 45] Also 
the coefficient A of the quadratic-in-T term in the electrical resistivity shows a maxi­
mum at B", where it attains almost three times the zero field value [46] Interpreting 
the field dependence of χ, 7 and A, the average effective mass of the quasiparticles 
appears to increase when the metamagnetic transition is approached and even for 
fields larger than B* it remains considerably enhanced 
As described in section 5 2 the superconducting state at В = 0 develops within 
the heavy fermion state By applying a magnetic field that is larger than B^ « 2 5 Τ 
the system is driven normal again, 1 e , a heavy fermion liquid A pressing question 
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is of course how this Fermi liquid is affected by the magnetic field and, specifically, 
what happens at the metamagnetic transition to what extent will the Fermi surface 
become modified and what will happen to the effective masses of the quasiparticles7 
These questions are addressed and partially answered in sections 5 5 to 5 7 First 
the calculated and measured Fermi surface of UPta are briefly discussed 
5.4 The Fermi surface of UPt3 
The existence of long-lived quasiparticles with enormously high effective masses was 
confirmed directly by de Haas - van Alphen measurements In the case of UPta a 
detailed study of the temperature and angle dependence of the dHvA oscillations 
was performed by Taillefer et al [13 14] This has led to a clear picture of the 
dimensions and topology of the Fermi surface as well as the mass enhancements for 
the various Fermi surface sheets Band structure calculations are a standard tool 
for understanding the electronic structure m metals Also in the case of UPta they 
have been performed, based on density functional theory within the local density 
approximation (LDA) [47] 
It was found that good agreement with the experimentally determined Fermi 
surface shape is only obtained if the 5/ electrons on the U ions are treated as 
itinerant, hybridising with the other conduction electrons If the 5/ electrons are 
forced to occupy core states of the U ions the outcome of the calculations is in clear 
disagreement with the experiments It is therefore concluded that the 5/ electrons 
are part of the Fermi surface volume 
The Fermi surface of UPta consists of five sheets as illustrated in figure 5 3 
It shows the results of calculations by McMullan [48], based on the linear muffin 
tin orbital (LMIO) method and is in very good agreement with those of Norman 
et al [47] Sheets (1) and (2) form closed electron-surfaces centered on Γ in the 
Bnllouin zone Sheet (3) makes up a large electron-surface centered on Γ, as well 
as closed surfaces around the К point Furthermore there is a closed hole-surface 
(5) centered on A, which is disk shaped Finally, sheet (4) is a hole-surface with 
interconnecting arms in the MKLH planes It nearly touches the disk-like sheet (5) 
in the А — Г direction In UPta, in contrast to many other heavy fermion compounds, 
aJJ observed dHvA frequencies are being accounted for 
Although band calculations fairly well predict the measured Fermi surface 
topology, they fail to reproduce the large effective masses as measured via the 
temperature dependence of the dHvA oscillation amplitudes The masses range 
from 25 to 90 m
e
 for the magnetic field along the α axis and from 15 to 50 m
e 
along the b axis [13, 14] The higher the dHvA frequency, the larger m* and the 
quasiparticles corresponding to the largest Fermi surface part arc the heaviest ever 
observed in any metal The ratio ГП'/ГПСАЬС of the measured effective mais m' and 
the calculated mass mcALC is very high for all sheets of the Fermi surface, between 
12 and 2b depending on the sheet 
All dHvA measurements on heavj fermion systems have been interpreted in 
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Figure 5.3 CaJculated Fermi surface sheets of UPta [48]: (a) sheets (1) and 
(2) are centered on Γ; (b) sheet (3) also centered on Г; (c) sheet (4) is centered 
on A; (d) sheet (5) centered on A. 
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terms of the standard Lifshitz-Kosevich formula, ι e , it is assumed that the system 
is a Fermi liquid Note that the LK expression is derived for independent Bloch 
electrons without implementing many-body interactions, but in the case of heavy 
fermion systems these very interactions play a dominating role1 
Most theoretical studies of the influence of many-body interactions on the 
dHvA effect have been confined to systems where the mass enhancement is moderate, 
leading to the result that the oscillating part of the free energy is hardly influenced 
except for a renormahsation of the quasiparticle effective mass For heavy fermion 
compounds the many-body interactions are very strong In order to calculate the 
dHvA amplitude for heavy fermion compounds, there have been theoretical attempts 
[49, 50] based on the Anderson model [51] It is concluded that the Lifshitz-Kosevich 
expression is - apart from a substantial mass enhancement the dHvA - still a good 
approximation when describing quantum oscillations of the free energy, the dHvA 
frequency, which provides information on the Fermi surface topology, is essentially 
unchanged 
5.5 Magnetoresistance oscillations in high mag­
netic fields 
In the light of the presence of the metamagnetic transition, it is interesting to study 
the evolution of the quasiparticle bands as the metamagnetic transition is crossed 
For the first time this has been studied [52] in the compound СеКигЗіг, for which 
band structure calculations [53] also reasonably well account for the measured Fermi 
surface However, the mass enhancement m*/TTICALC below the transition, which 
occurs at B* = 8 T, vanes considerably (1 to 20) from sheet to sheet and light 
and heavy quasiparticles seem to coexist in this material This is not the case for 
UPta, where all quasiparticle bands are uniformly strongly renormalised Also, in 
CeRu2Si2 only the lightest quasiparticles can be observed both below and above 
B* Their corresponding Fermi surface sheets appear to be only slightly affected 
by the occurrence of the metamagnetic transition Two surfaces with large masses 
were observed above the transition but could not be followed into the low field 
state because the oscillation amplitude decreases rapidly with decreasing field (see 
equation (1 34)) Finally, since the transition only occurs for В || c, a straightforward 
study of the field dependence of the Fermi surface topology was not possible in the 
high field state This uncomplete picture seriously hampers a full understanding of 
the field dependence of the Fermi surface 
Because for СсКидЗіг the value B' » 8 T, it is relatively easy to study changes 
in its physical properties Much less accessible is the 20 Τ metamagnetic transition 
of UPta With hybrid magnets we are able to explore the high field state of this 
compound and we have performed a series of experiments in high magnetic fields up 
to 30 T, observing the quantum oscillatory behaviour of an ultrapure LPts single-
crystal, which has been grown in the UHV materials preparation laboratory of the 
Cavendish Laboratory 
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Rather than using the dHvA effect we have exploited the related method of 
measuring the oscillatory behaviour of the resistance, the Shubnikov - de Haas 
(SdH) effect The effect can be qualitatively understood in terms of the probability 
of quasiparticle scattering Oscillations of the density of states at the Fermi energy 
means that the number of states, into which the quasiparticles can scatter, oscillates 
The relaxation time of excitations is proportional to the number of available states, 
therefore the resistance will oscillate in pace with the oscillations in the density of 
states at the Fermi energy The theory of the effect is in fact quite complicated [54], 
since it involves the problem of electron scattering in a magnetic field Compared to 
the dHvA method, measuring the resistance is a non-inductive way to extract Fermi 
surface information Because of the higher noise level of hybrid magnets (section 
2 2 2), compared with superconductive magnets, this has been a real advantage 
Because of the very high quasiparticle masses in UPts the factor 
XJY with X T = 1 4 6 9 ( - ) ^ (5 1) 
sinhAr \m
e
/ В 
which expresses the temperature dependence of the quantum oscillation amplitude, 
is extremely small, calculated for the typical circumstances Τ = 1 К and В = 10 Τ 
For (тп*/тп
е
) = 1 this factor is about 0 85, but when (m*/m
e
) = 100 it is only 
~ IO - 4 1 ' It shows that temperature plays a very dominating role in the observa­
tion of quantum oscillations in heavy fermion compounds and that the milhkelvin 
temperatures produced by the plastic-tail dilution refrigerator are an absolute pre­
requisite in order to compensate for the high masses 
Finally, the role of sample purity is very important and often underestimated 
The damping of the oscillation amplitude is reflected in the Dingle factor - sec equa­
tion (1 30) dHvA measurements on UPta by Taillefer et al [13] have revealed an 
effective mean free path lo и 2000 Â (as defined in section 14 2) for the largest 
Fermi surface sheet, derived from the field dependence of the dHvA oscillation am-
plitude These samples were prepared in ultrahigh vacuum using zone-refining In 
order to demonstrate the influence of the negative-exponential Dingle factor one can 
calculate the relative decrease of the signal (for example at В = 10 Τ) in case the 
effective mean free path is 1000 Â, 500 Â, or 300 Â instead of 2000 À the signal 
strength will decrease by a factor of 1 2 χ Ю - 2, 1 θ χ ΙΟ - 6 and 1 9 χ IO - 1 3, re­
spectively It shows the importance of sample preparation in relation to quantum 
oscillation experiments' In this respect, application of high magnetic fields can par­
tially neutralise the influence of impurities 
The next two sections describe the results of a series of quantum oscillation 
measurements on UPta, applying magnetic fields up to 30 Τ 
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5.6 
Observation of heavy fermion quasiparticles in 
UPta above the metamagnetic transition* 
S. R. Ju l ian^, P. A. A. Teunissen(b', and S. A. J. Wiegers(b) 
(a): Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 OHE, UK 
(b): High Field Magnet Laboratory and Research Institute for Materials, 
University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, NL-6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract. Quantum oscillations of the transverse magnetoresistance have been observed 
in the heavy fermion metal UPts, in fields up to 24.5 Τ applied in the basal plane, providing 
the first observation of the quasiparticle Fermi surface above the metamagnetic transition. 
The observed quasiparticle masses remain strongly renormalised in the high field state, 
ranging from 30 to approximately 100 times the bare electron mass. 
Introduction. The intermetallic compound UPta offers an outstanding example 
of the fascinating complexity of the behaviour that can result from the involvement 
of ƒ electrons in the Fermi surface. At low temperature UPta has a large linear 
specific heat coefficient, 7 и 420 mJ/molK 2 [41, 55] which de Haas - van Alphen 
(dHvA) experiments have shown to be explainable in terms of fermion quasiparticles 
with very large effective masses, ranging from 25 to approximately 90 times the bare 
electron mass [14]. UPta also has a novel, multi-component superconducting phase 
diagram, and is very weakly antiferromagnetic below 5 К (for a recent review see 
reference [37]). Finally, the subject of this paper is a metamagnetic-like transition 
at H
c
 « 20 Τ with Η in the basal plane, where the internal magnetisation jumps by 
about 0.3 ßs per uranium atom [41]. The signature of this transition is a peak in 
the differential magnetic susceptibility, Хм = dM/dH, which becomes narrower as 
the temperature is lowered. This peak is accompanied by a weaker peak in 7, which 
attains a value of about 625 mJ/molK 2 at H
c
 [44, 45]. 
Well characterised metamagnetic transitions occur in two heavy fermion met­
als, UPta and CeRuaSij (reviewed in reference [37]). The detailed mechanism of the 
transition is not established, and it is hoped that Fermi surface measurements will 
clarify the situation. The main questions to be addressed are whether the Fermi 
surface is rearranged at the transition by, for example, exchange splitting of the 
quasiparticle bands, or, more radically, localisation of the ƒ electrons, and whether 
the quasiparticles continue to be as strongly renormalised in the high field state. If 
the Fermi surface topology changes at the metamagnetic transition, then it will be 
* This section has been published in Physica В 177, 135 (1992). 
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interesting to see if the success of the LDA Fermi surface calculations [47] extends 
to the high field state Howard and coworkers [15, 52] have in fact observed dllvA 
oscillations in the high field state of СеЕигЗіг The transition in this material is 
however only accessible with the field near the с axis, so determination of the high 
field Fermi surface topology was not possible Furthermore the low value of the 
transition field (8 Τ for Η || c) made it impossible to follow surfaces with large 
masses - two were seen above the transition - into the low field state 
The purpose of the present work is thus to determine quasiparticle masses 
and the Fermi surface topology in UPta above the metamagnetic transition The 
quantum oscillatory magnetoresistance rather than the dHvA effect is being used 
following the recent observation of remarkably strong oscillations of the Shubnikov -
de Haas (SdH) type in ultrapure single-crystal whiskers of UPts [56], which followed 
the observation of weak magnetoresistance oscillations in a previous generation of 
samples [57] These measurements [56], at temperatures as low as 17 mK in fields 
up to 14 5 T, have found quasiparticle bands ranging m size from 1 5 MG to ap­
proximately 60% of the Brillouin zone area, some of which were observed in earlier 
dHvA work [14], while others represent previously unobserved quasiparticle bands 
with masses ranging up to 200 тп
е
, the heaviest quasiparticles yet seen in a heavy 
fermion system 
Experiment. Fermi surface studies using quantum oscillations present consider­
able technical challenges, especially in the realm of sample preparation, because 
normally the signal level drops rapidly with increasing quasiparticle mean free path 
The sample used in this study is a 50μιτιχ160μιτιχ4η-ιηι single-crystal whisker 
grown in ultra-high vacuum The magnetoresistance oscillations in the sample are 
at least a factor of ten larger than those observed in the previous generation of 
samples [36, 46] This demonstrates an improvement in quality that is partially 
reflected in the value of я 3000 for the ratio of the room temperature resistance to 
the extrapolated 0 К resistance (averaged over length), an improvement by a factor 
of two over what was previously attained 
The experiments were done in the 25 Τ hybrid magnet at the Nijmegen High 
Field Magnet Laboratory [58] To reach the low temperatures required for obser 
vation of quantum oscillations in large-7 systems a dilution refrigerator [59] with a 
room temperature diameter of 32 mm, designed and built at the High Field Magnet 
Laboratory, was used Phis refrigerator has one continuous heat exchanger in which 
the dilute phase occupies a long spiral channel machined in a 16 mm diameter epoxy 
rod, 40 cm in length while the concentrated phase flows inside a 0 3 mm inner di 
ameter copper-nickel capillary doubly spiraled inside the channel The channel is 
sealed by a close fitting epoxy sleeve, with a plastic to metal seal at the 1 К plate 
Temperatures as lov\ as 30 mK have been obtained with the first version of this 
refrigerator The sample mounted below the mixing chamber on a platform that 
can be rotated in situ to change the angle of the field in the basal plane has reached 
temperatures as low as 50 mK I he field angle relative to the crystal axes is de-
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Figure 5.4 Resistance, in arbitrary units, as a function of field with the field 
roughly parallel to the α axis (top curve) and the 6 axis (bottom curve) The 
lower curve has been shifted downwards so that the curves do not overlap 
The metamagnetic transition is marked by a sharp increase m the resistance 
between 20 and 20 5 Τ Quantum oscillations in the magnetoresistance are 
clearly visible above the metamagnetic transition, particularly above about 
22 T, where the slope of the non-oscillatory magnetoresistance decreases 
termined using the angle dependence of the non-oscillatory magnetoresistance [46], 
and by comparing frequencies seen below 14 5 Τ with previous dHvA [14] and SdH 
[56] results Heat sinking is via high purity silver wires fed through a conical plug 
into the mixing chamber to some sintered silver powder Current and voltage leads 
to the sample are arranged in such a way that pick-up from the field is minimised, 
to the extent that at the frequencies used ( и 1000 Hz), noise arising from vibrations 
and flux noise in the magnet is reduced close to the level of the Johnson noise of the 
lead resistance, eliminating the need of a modulation field 
Results. In figure 5 4 the magnetoresistance, fí(#), along the two symmetry direc-
tions in the basal plane is plotted as a function of field at 55 mK In both scans quan-
tum oscillations are clearly observable both above and below Я
с
, which is marked 
by a sudden increase of R{H) just above 20 T, as found in reference [46] The high 
frequency "fuzz" below 20 Τ in the lower scan is noise 
For approximately 2 Τ on either side of the transition the oscillations are weak 
and their frequencies appear to be somewhat unstable The weakening of the oscil­
lations is consistent with the peak m 7 at tf
c
, but inhomogeneities in the non-linear 
magnetisation and magnetostriction near the transition may equally well be respon-
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Figure 5.5 Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance oscillations be­
tween 22 and 24 S Τ The field is oriented within a few degrees of the о axis, 
and the non-oscillatory background has been subtracted from the data The 
fact that increasing the temperature from 55 to 160 mK damps the oscillations 
so strongly implies that there are no light quasiparticles in this field range 
sible for both the weakness and the instability of the signals The signals close to 
the transition are still further being analysed, and will not be discussed further here 
Above the transition the oscillations stabilise at about 22 2 T, the field at which the 
magnetoresistance flattens out, an effect seen clearly only near the symmetry axes 
Mass studies were done with the field close to the о axis, where the strongest 
oscillations are found In figure 5 5, typical scans above 22 Τ are plotted, showing 
the strong damping of the oscillations by increasing temperatures These data have 
been analysed assuming that the expression of Lifshitz and Kosevitch [60] can be 
applied In figure 5 6 the resulting frequency spectrum of the magnetoresistance 
oscillations observed with the field between 22 2 and 24 5 Τ near the о axis, is plot­
ted. and the е1Геси\е mass associated with each frequency shown No light masses 
arc observed Indeed, comparing oibits of similar size, these masses are as large or 
larger than those seen in L P t i below 14 5 Τ [14] The specific heat coefficient τ 
in this field range in 20 to 30% larger than between 10 and 14 Τ [44, 45] so the 
observed masses are consistent with an interpretation in winch -\ is due to fermion 
quasiparticles above as well as below, the metamagnetic transition 
\ definitive statement about the topologv of the Fermi surface above 1IC must 
wait until the dependence of the frequencies on angle has been analysed Some 
cautionarv comments are in order liowevei Coniparmg figure 5 6 with fiequencies 
observed on the α axis below the tieinsition shows two points of disagreement a 
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Figure 5.6 Frequency spectrum of magnetoresistance oscillations observed 
with the field between 22 2 and 24 5 Τ oriented near the о axis at 55 mK The 
ratio of the effective mass m" to the bare electron mass m
e
 is given for each 
peak 
90 m
e
 surface at 60 MG seen below the transition [14, 56] is not seen above, and a 
series of peaks with equally large masses found above the transition were not seen 
on dHvA experiments below the 14 5 Τ These discrepancies might be trivially ex­
plained, however, so they do not constitute proof that a Fermi surface rearrangement 
has taken place For example, the 60 MG quasipartides may be heavier above the 
transition than below, and so be too weak to be seen at 55 mK at 24 T, while the 
lower frequencies, or at least one very much like it, hai. in fact been observed within 
10° of the α axis in magnetoresistance measurements below 14 T, so it may not be 
a new feature of the high field state Only clear topological differences qualify as 
a demonstration of a substantial Fermi surface rearrangement It is worth noting 
that because the peaks between 28 and 42 MG are evenly spaced and have similar 
masses, an obvious and attractive interpretation is that they are due to a spin split 
surface on which the splitting has zeroes at four symmetric points Evidence for the 
existence of such zeroes comes from preliminary calculations by McMullan [56] 
The frequency spectrum of R(H) with Η between 22 2 and 24 5 1 oriented 
near the 6 axis (the lower scan in figure 5 4) shows only a single, strong, well de­
fined frequency near 8 5 MG, in marked contrast to the large number of frequencies 
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observed near the α axis. 
Conclusion. Preliminary results of a Fermi surface study above the metamagnetic 
transition in UPta have been presented. For fields above 22 Τ there are well defined 
quantum oscillations in the transverse magnetoresistance. When these are analysed 
to derive Fermi surface areas and quasiparticle masses, the masses are found to be 
of a similar size to those observed in the low field state, so that the metamagnetic 
transition does not cause a dramatic change in the quasiparticle mass. The masses 
found are of such a size that, barring pathologically shaped Fermi surfaces, they 
should be sufficient to explain most or all of the linear specific heat observed above 
the metamagnetic transition. 
Future work will concentrate on the angle dependence of the frequencies, the 
field dependence of the quasiparticle masses, construction of a Fermi surface model 
for the high field state, and on understanding the behaviour of the frequencies as 
the metamagnetic transition is approached. 
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5.7 
Fermi surface of UPta from 3 to 30 T: 
Field-induced quasiparticle band polarisation 
and the metamagnetic transition* 
S. R. Julian^', P. A. A. TeunissenW, and S. A. J. Wiegers(b> 
(a): Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 OHE, United Kingdom 
(b): High Field Magnet Laboratory and Research Institute for Materials, 
University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, NL-6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract. The magnetic-field dependence of the Fermi surface of UPta has been studied 
up to 30 tesla from 17 to 150 mK using the quantum oscillatory magnetoresistance. Near 
the 20 Τ metamagnetic transition rapid changes in the frequency spectrum indicate strong 
nonlinear magnetic splitting of the quasiparticle bands; weaker nonlinear splitting is seen 
at all fields. Above the transition the mass enhancement remains very large, and masses 
exceeding 100 m
e
 have been observed. Below the transition a surface with mass 170 m
e 
has been found. 
The enormous magnetic susceptibility of the heavy fermion metals means that large 
magnetic polarisations can be induced by laboratory scale magnetic fields. For ex­
ample, UPI3 below 1 К [61] is a Pauli paramagnet up to Η = 17 Τ, and over this 
range the magnetic moment per uranium atom increases linearly from 0 to ~ 0.3 дв-
Above 17 Τ the moment grows even faster, as the differential magnetic susceptibility, 
χ(Η) = dM(H)/dH, shows an upturn which culminates in a sharp peak at 20 T: the 
so called metamagnetic transition [37]. The induced moment thus reaches ~ 0.6 ¡13 
per uranium atom at 22 Τ [41], a polarisation comparable to that of ferromagnetic 
nickel. 
A central question is whether the induced magnetisation can be described in 
terms of a difference between the up- and down-spin Fermi surface volumes. This is 
the case for example with the spontaneous magnetisation of iron at Τ = 0 [62], but 
not with gadolinium, where most of the moment arises from localised ƒ electrons, 
which polarise the conduction bands by exchange [63]. At low fields the ƒ electrons 
in UPta are delocalised [14, 47], in which case large field-induced spin splitting of 
the bands should occur. Once the system is polarised Luttinger's theorem can break 
down however, and non-Fermi liquid magnetic degrees of freedom may appear ac­
companied by a change in the total Fermi surface volume. 
* This section has been published in Physical Review В 46, 9821 (1992). 
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Figure 5.7 Variation with field of the "instantaneous" frequency Γ
σ
{Η), 
compared to that of the measured frequency F f K r(//), for a simplistic model of 
band magnetism in which the difference in up- and down-pseudospin extremal 
areas is proportional to the magnetisation Note that the larger surface can 
produce the smaller frequency 
We note that neither the underlying mechanism of the metamagnetic transi­
tion, nor the nature of the high field state, are understood although several theories 
exist [64] One of the major stumbling blocks is uncertainty over the role of quasi­
particle band polarisation in the transition 
In this paper we present measurements of the quantum oscillatory magnetore-
sistance of UPta both above and beJow the metamagnetjc transition We have found 
compelling evidence that the quasiparticle bands are subject to a strong nonlinear 
spin splitting at the metamagnetic transition Furthermore we have observed non­
linear spin splitting of the Fermi surface when M{H) is itself linear (ι с . far from 
the metamagnetic transition), suggesting that the Pauli paramagnetism of heavy 
fermion metals is not a straightforward phenomenon Finally, our measurements 
confirm by direct observation that above the metamagnetic transition the polarised 
quasiparticles remain very massive, the largest mass seen above 20 Τ being 110 m
e 
These findings stem from observations of large, heavy, thermodynamically dominant 
Fermi surface sheets in the system, a condition which must be satisfied before rigor­
ous comparisons with either thermodynamic measurements or band structure and 
many body calculations can be made We note that these conditions have not yet 
been reached in other heavy fermion systems with field-induced transitions [37, 24] 
Magnetoresistance oscillations (sometimes called the Shubmkov - de Haas 
(SdH) effect) are produced by modulation of the density of states as Landau levels 
pass through extremal cross sections of the Fermi surface When an extremal cross 
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Figure 5.8 Variation from 10 to 24 Τ of the magnetoresistance before 
(R(H)) and after (R(H)) subtraction of the non-oscillatory background. In­
set: the corresponding variation with field of the frequency spectrum. The 
spectra are the Fourier transforms (in 1/Я) of consecutive, overlapping, 2 Τ 
wide sections, centered on Я
а
 . A striking modification of the spectrum is 
seen as the transition is approached. The field is 22° from the о axis in the 
basal plane, at Τ ss 60 mK. 
section Α
σ
 is field independent the modulation is periodic in 1/Я with frequency 
F
a
 = (h/2we)A
a
 [65], but a central feature of our measurements is the observation 
of field dependence of the Fermi surface, in which case the experimentally measured 
quantity is the "projected" frequency [66] / > ( # ) = FV(H) - HdFff{H)/dH + •••. 
In order to illustrate this important technical point, we show in figure 5.7 the field-
dependence of the frequencies for a very simplistic model of the magnetisation pro­
cess in UPta in which the difference between the up- and down-pseudospin Fermi 
surface extremal areas, >4T(tf) - Λι(Η), is proportional to M(H). Evidently, F^ 
may be very different from F
a
. When Ρ
σ
 varies linearly with # , Fp,, is constant. 
When F
a
 has upward (downward) curvature, Fjx, falls (rises), the rise or fall being 
disproportionately large when Я is large. The insensitivity to linear changes in the 
Fermi surface with field means that we are unable to directly compare the induced 
moment and the band splitting, so that supporting computational Fermi surface 
modeling will be required in order to test for localised ƒ electron magnetic degrees 
of freedom. 
Our results consist of transverse magnetoresistance measurements on ultrapure 
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Figure 5.9 Variation from 20 to 30 Τ of the magnetoresistance before 
(R(H)) and after (R(H)) subtraction of the non-oscillatory background, with 
the field parallel to the b axis The frequency spectrum for 25 Τ < Η < 30 Τ 
is also shown, with the effective mass given for those prominent peaks which 
are not harmonics The weak, unlabeled peaks appear only at the high field 
end of the scan, and we believe them to be harmonics of the larger peaks, or 
possibly "quantum interference" [68] orbits 
single-crystal whiskers of I Pta The magnetic field was applied in the basal plane 
of the hexagonal structure, and the current was parallel to the с axis Measure­
ments at temperatures between 17 and 100 mK, and fields from 0 to 14 4 T, were 
made at the Cavendish Laboratory using a top loading dilution refrigerator and su­
perconducting magnet system specially designed for low noise quantum oscillation 
experiments Data at temperatures between 30 and 150 mK, from 10 to 30 T, were 
taken at the Nijmegen High Field Magnet Laboratory The sample was cooled by 
a plastic dilution refrigerator [59], which was placed into a 4 He cryostat mounted 
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in a 30 Τ hybrid magnet To vary jn situ the angle of the field with respect to 
the crystal axes the sample was mounted below the mixing chamber on a rotating 
platform, controlled by a wire from the top of the system The sample was heat 
sunk with a silver wire to a piece of sintered silver powder in the mixing chamber 
The behaviour of the SdH frequencies near 20 Τ supports the notion that the 
bands split nonlinearly at the metamagnetic transition In figure 5 8 a typical mag-
netoresistance scan from 10 to 24 Τ is shown, with the corresponding quantum os­
cillation spectrum as a function of field Below 16 Τ the oscillation frequencies show 
only weak field dependence (discussed below) But as the metamagnetic transition 
is approached a radical modification occurs, as the oscillations first weaken near 
17 T, and then reappear with a completely different spectrum which contains higher 
frequencies and is strongly field dependent This modification is reproducible, and 
is much too large to be due to the contribution of the nonlinear magnetisation to 
the internal field, since μ0Μ(Η) changes by only about 0 031 across the transition 
While some of this modification may arise from "magnetic breakdown" [65], the nat­
ural explanation of the high frequencies seen near the transition is back projection 
of the nonlinearly changing extremal areas (as per Fpi in figure 5 7), compelling 
evidence that the bands split nonlinearly near the transition This implies that 
theoretical models of the heavy fermion metamagnetic transition cannot ignore the 
magnetism of the quasi particle bands, whether or not additional magnetic degrees 
of freedom are assumed to be present Furthermore from these data it is clear 
that polarisation of the Fermi surface associated with the metamagnetic transition 
is spread out over a range of several tesla, although a further stepwise change at 
20 Τ cannot at this stage be ruled out 
The quasiparticle masses derived from our measurements show that heavy 
quasiparticles survive into the high field state Figure 5 9 shows typical magnetore-
sistance data between 20 and 30 Τ with the field parallel to the b axis, along with the 
corresponding Fourier spectrum The effective mass associated with each frequency 
was determined from the temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitudes us­
ing the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula [65], thus assuming that the system is a Fermi 
liquid The peak at 5 OkT has an effective mass of (110 ± 30)m
e
, which is one of 
the largest ever observed All of the masses, both in figure 5 9 and on the α axis 
[67], show that the quasiparticle mass renormahsation has a similar strength above 
the transition as it has below (masses below the transition are given in reference 
[14]), confirming that the high held state is a heavy electron liquid in which most 
or all of the large linear specific heat observed above 20 Τ [44, 45] can be explained 
in terms of massive charged fermion quasiparticles 
In figure 5 10 the dependence of the frequency spectrum on field orientation in 
the basal plane is shown, from which topological featuies of the Fermi surface can 
be determined Figure 5 10(a) shows the clearest features above the metamagnetic 
transition, while for comparison figure 5 10(b) shows those below The high field 
data are more difficult to interpret, perhaps because variations in the projected fre­
quency at these fields may be more the result of variations in Η dF(H)/áH than 
in F(H), but also simply because more peaks appear above the transition than 
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Figure 5.10 Variation of the fundamental SdH frequencies with field orien­
tation in the basal plane (a) for 2ST < H < 30 Τ, at 50 < Τ < 100 mK, 
(b) for H < 14 Τ and Τ = 17 mK Some simplification has been achieved by 
including only those peaks that appear over a range of adjacent angles In 
figure (a) the size of each point reflects the intensity of the peak, the smallest 
points arising from weak signals that appear only near 30 Τ The frequency 
branch marked ω in figure (b) appears to survive unchanged into the high 
field state The branch marked ω', not seen in a previous de Haas-van Alphen 
study [14], has a mass of 170 ± 35 m
e
 - the largest value found in any system 
to date. We believe the ω and *>' branches to be the spin split components of 
one Fermi surface sheet 
below This is likely due to spin splitting of the Fermi surface (as in figure 5 7, 
where what appears to be one frequency below the transition is resolved into two 
frequencies above), although some peaks may be due to magnetic breakdown [65] 
Nevertheless, several features are clear A frequency starting at 1 5 kT on the α axis 
rises gradually to 1 65 kT on the 6 axis Several strong frequencies appear between 
2 0 and 2 5 kT and persist across most of the diagram Furthermore a strong peak 
at 5 OkT is seen on the b axis (also shown in figure 5 9) and a series of weaker 
peaks, rising from 6 2 to 6 5 kT, is observed as the field is rotated away from the 
α axis This latter feature matches the band marked ω on figure 5 10(b), implying 
that this frequency may be unaffected by the metamagnetic transition, a remarkable 
result Calculation of the field-dependent band structure is required to determine 
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Figure 5.11 Field dependence of the SdH frequencies in UPts in field regions 
where M(H) vanes linearly with H Each spectrum is from a 2 Τ wide interval 
centered on H
av
 The shifts are due to nonlinear change of the corresponding 
extremal area with field The conditions for these scans were (a) 23 Τ < II < 
30Τ, Τ = 70mK, Η 18° from the α axis, (b) 20Τ < Η < 30Τ, Γ = 70 mK, 
Η parallel to the b axis, (c) 12 Τ < Η < 17 5 Τ, Τ ss 40 mK, Η 10° from the 
α axis, (d) 7T < Η < 14 4Τ, Τ = 17mK, Я 12° from the α axis 
if the observed frequencies arise from magnetic splitting of, or magnetic breakdown 
between, sheets which retain the topology of the low field Fermi surface, or whether 
a topological rearrangement or, more radically, a change in volume, of the Fermi 
surface has occurred 
Finally, we present evidence of nonlinear magnetic splitting of the quasipar-
ticle bands at fields where M(H) is itself varying linearly with Η This is a new 
phenomenon, distinct from the nonlmearities seen near 20 Γ, because there M{H) 
is itself nonlinear 
Figures 5 11(a) and (b) illustrate the field-dependence of the highest frequen­
cies seen above the metamagnetic transition Some frequencies show a clear field 
dependence (for example the 2 5 , 4 5 and 6 5 kT peaks in figure 5 11(a), while others 
(the 5 OkT frequency in figure 5 11(b) do not 
Figures 5 11(c) and (d) show field-dependent frequencies below 20 Τ The peak 
which rises from 7 2 to 7 5 kT in figure 5 11(d) corresponds to the ω' frequency in 
figure 5 10(b) - a frequency not seen in a previous de Haas-van Alphen study [14] 
Its appearance was a surprise since LDA band structure calculations predict only 
one large orbit when the field is in the basal plane, and this had already been iden 
tified with the ω frequency of figure 5 10(b) (the field-independent peak at 6 4 k l 
in figures 5 11(c) and (d)) [14, 47] The clue to the origin of the ω' frequency lies 
in its quasihnear upward shift with increasing field extrapolating this dependence 
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to H = 0 we find that in zero field the ω and ω' frequencies coincide This is 
compelling evidence that these are the spin split components of one surface Thus 
the roughly constant, negative second derivative with field of the ω' extremal area 
indicated by the behaviour shown in figures 5 11(c) and (d), compared to the (at 
most) linear field-dependence of the ш surface, demonstrates that subtle, nonlinear 
quasiparticle band splitting underlies the apparently simple Pauli paramagnetism 
of the heavy fermion metals, a point is underscored by the differing masses of these 
surfaces at 12 T, with the field 12° from the α axis, the ω orbit has an effective 
mass of (120 ± 30) тп
е
, compared to (170 ± 35) m
e
 for the ω' surface, which is the 
largest quasiparticle mass observed to date in any system 
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Summary 
This thesis deals with quantum oscillations in metallic systems in very high static 
magnetic fields, at very low temperatures The periodicity of the oscillations pro-
vides valuable information on the Fermi surface dimensions, while analysis of the 
oscillation amplitude as a function of applied temperature and magnetic field yields 
information on the cyclotron effective masses and the scattering rate of the electron-
quasiparticles The oscillations are periodic with the inverse of the magnetic field 
They are the result of Landau states moving through the Fermi surface as the mag-
netic field is varied, causing abrupt periodic variations m the free energy Oscillations 
can be observed in several thermodynamic and transport properties In this thesis 
we make use of the de Haas - van Alphen (dHvA) effect and the Shubnikov - de 
Haas (SdH) effect, which stand for oscillatory behaviour of the magnetisation and 
resistivity, respectively In chapter 1 the principal aspects of the theory of these 
oscillations are briefly summansed 
The following two chapters discuss the techniques that are used to create the 
necessary conditions for the observation of these quantum oscillations Chapter 2 
describes the experimental dblvA set-up used for measurements in high magnetic 
fields, generated by a Bitter coil magnet The relatively small oscillations in the 
magnetisation are detected by means of a field modulation technique The time-
varying magnetisation of the sample will induce a voltage in a balanced pair of 
pick-up coils, surrounding the sample Noise in this pick-up voltage, caused by the 
high-field magnets, can seriously hamper the observation of quantum oscillations, 
and special precautions are needed to reduce the noise level To this end an elec-
tronic feedback mechanism has been developed, which suppresses the magnetic field 
noise in a small volume around the sample 
In chapter 3 a dilution refrigerator is described, which is specially designed to 
provide milhkelvin temperatures in hybrid magnets It has been used in the exper-
iments described in the last two chapters The trouble with conventional dilution 
refrigerators is that they are made of metal Therefore eddy currents, induced in the 
mixing chamber and heat exchangers by a time-varying field, will cause significant 
heating The new refrigerator has been constructed using plastic materials It has 
one continuous heat exchanger and achieves a base temperature of 25 mK 
Chapter 4 deals with the dHvA effect in high-Tc superconductors Since the 
discovery of these materials, considerable scientific effort has been invested in the 
clarification of their electronic ground state, and many theoretical models on high-
temperature superconductivity have been proposed The experimental observation 
of the existence of a Fermi surface in these materials would place a severe constraint 
on the choice of models Although photoemission studies and positron annihilation 
experiments have provided some proof for the existence of a Fermi surface in high-Tc 
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compounds, a direct ground state measurement of the Fermi surface by means of a 
quantum oscillation experiment should give the definite answer After recently re­
ported claims of observations of dHvA oscillations in the compound ВагСизОу-«, 
we have set out to independently reproduco these results, using the experimental 
set-up described in chapter 2 Apart from the field modulation technique we have 
used 'pulsed" fields, obtained by very quickly ramping the field of a Bitter magnet 
In spite of extensive investigations, no sign of oscillations has been found We have 
tried to explain these negative results and arrive at the conclusion that, even at a 
maximum field of 20 Г, the oscillations in УВагСизО -б - if present - are too feeble 
to be detected 
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the heavy fermion compound UPta It belongs to 
a class of intermetallic compounds containing rare earth (mostly Ce) or actinide 
(mostly U) ions "Heavy" refers to the presence at low temperatures - of con­
duction electrons with strongly enhanced mass, when compared with those in con­
ventional metals The enhancement is associated with the strongly interacting ƒ-
electrons of the L or Ce atoms The existence of these quasiparticles has already 
been confirmed by dHvA measurements Interactions between the quasiparticles 
can lead to instabilities of the ground state, so that for example superconductivity. 
antiferromagnetism and metamagnetism may occur In chapter 5 we concentrate on 
the field-induced metamagnetic transition of UPts, which occurs at 20 Τ Although 
there is evidence that the transition is related to the breaking of short-range anti-
ferromagnetic correlations when a magnetic field is applied, neither the underlying 
mechanism of the transition nor the high-field state is well understood In order to 
clarify the situation we have performed SdH measurements on an ultrapure single-
crystal of I'Pta up to a magnetic field of 30 Τ Rapid changes in the oscillation 
frequency spectrum near 20 Τ indicate strong nonlinear magnetic splitting of the 
quasiparticle bands Nonlinear splitting is also seen at fields considerably lower and 
higher than 20 T, although the effect is weaker Below the metamagnetic transi­
tion a surface with an effective mass of 170 times the free electron mass has been 
observed which is the largest seen to date Finally it is established that the mass 
enhancement above the transition is still very large and that like below 20 Τ no 
light quasiparticles are present 
Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift handelt over quantum oscillaties in metallische systemen in zeer hoge 
statische magneetvelden bij zeer lage temperaturen De periode van de oscillaties 
levert waardevolle informatie omtrent de afmetingen van het Fermi oppervlak, ter-
wijl analyse van de oscillatie-amplitude, als functie van temperatuur en magnetische 
veldsterkte, kennis oplevert over de cyclotron effectieve massa en de verstrooiing van 
de elektron-quasideeltjes De oscillaties zijn periodiek in de rcciproke veldsterkte Ze 
zijn het gevolg van het schuiven van Landau mveau's door het Fermi oppervlak wan-
neer het magneetveld wordt gevarieerd, hetgeen abrupte periodieke variaties in de 
vrij energie veroorzaakt Oscillaties kunnen worden waargenomen in verschillende 
thermodynamische en transport eigenschappen In dit proefschrift wordt gebruik 
gemaakt van zowel het de Haas - van Alphen (dHvA) effect als het Shubnikov -
de Haas (Sdii) effect, welke respectievelijk oscillerend gedrag van magnetisatie en 
elektrische weerstand betreffen In hoofdstuk 1 worden de voornaamste aspecten 
van de theorie achter deze oscillaties kort samengevat 
In de volgende twee hoofdstukken worden de technieken besproken die ge-
bruikt worden om de condities te scheppen waaronder quantum oscillaties kunnen 
worden waargenomen Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de experimentele dHvA-opstelhng, die 
gebruikt wordt voor metingen in sterke magneetvelden, opgewekt door een Bitter 
magneet De relatief zwakke oscillaties in de magnetisatie worden gedetecteerd met 
behulp van een veldmodulatie techniek De variërende magnetisatie van een pre-
paraat induceert een spanning in een gebalanceerd paar oppikspoeltjes, welke het 
preparaat omhullen Ruis in deze oppikspanning, veroorzaakt door de hoge-veld 
magneten, kan het waarnemen van quantum oscillaties ernstig bemoeilijken en spe-
ciale maatregelen zijn daarom nodig om het ruisniveau te reduceren Hiertoe is een 
elektronisch terugkoppelmechanisme ontwikkeld, die de ruis in het magneetveld in 
een klein volume rond het preparaat onderdrukt 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een mengkoelmachine beschreven, die er speciaal voor is 
ontworpen om milhkelvin temperaturen beschikbaar te hebben in hybride magneten 
Deze is gebruikt voor de metingen beschreven in de laatste twee hoofdstukken Het 
nadeel van conventionele mengkoelers is dat ze van metaal gemaakt elektrische stro-
men, opgewekt door een veranderend magneetveld, kunnen dan in de mengkamer en 
warmtewisselaars opwarming veroorzaken De nieuwe koelmachine is geconstrueerd 
met gebruikmaking van plastic materialen, heeft een continue warmtewisselaar en 
haalt een bodemtemperatuur van 25 mK 
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt het dHvA effect in hoge-Tc supergeleiders Sinds de 
ontdekking van deze materialen is aanzienlijke wetenschappelijke inspanning gele-
verd om duidelijkheid te brengen in hun elektronische grondtoestand en een aan-
tal theoretische modellen voor hoge-temperatuur supergeleiding zijn voorgesteld 
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Experimentele waarneming van een Fermi oppervlak in deze materialen zou een 
aanzienlijke beperking betekenen van het aantal mogelijke modellen Hoewel foto-
emissie studies en positron-anmhilatie experimenten in enige mate bewijs leveren 
voor het bestaan van een Fermi oppervlak in hoge-T
c
 materialen, zal een directe 
grondtoestand-meting van het Fermi oppervlak door middel van een quantum os­
cillatie experiment het beslissende antwoord moeten geven Na recente rapportages 
over het waarnemen van dHvA oscillaties in de supergeleider ВагСизОу-^ hebben 
we gepoogd om deze resultaten onafhankelijk te reproduceren, met gebruikmaking 
van de experimentele opstelling zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 Naast de veldmo-
dulatie techniek hebben we met "gepulste" magneetvelden gewerkt, door het veld 
van een Bitter magneet snel te variëren Ondanks uitgebreid onderzoek is geen 
enkele oscillatie waargenomen We hebben getracht oorzaken te vinden voor deze 
negatieve resulaten en komen tot de conclusie dat, zelfs bij een veldsterkte van 20 T, 
de oscillaties in ВагСизОу-а - indien aanwezig - te zwak zijn om waargenomen te 
kunnen worden 
Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan de zware-fermion verbinding UPts Het behoort 
tot de klasse van intermetallische verbindingen, welke zeldzame-aarde- (voorname­
lijk Ce) of actmide- (voornamelijk U) ionen bevatten "Zwaar" verwijst naar de 
aanwezigheid - bij lage temperatuur - van ladingsdragers met een in vergelijking 
met conventionele metalen sterk verhoogde effectieve massa Deze verhoging is ver­
bonden met sterke interacties tussen de /-elektronen van de U of Ce atomen De 
directe bevestiging van het bestaan van deze quasideeltjes is reeds geleverd door 
dHvA metingen Interacties tussen de quasideeltjes kunnen leiden tot instabih-
teiten van de grondtoestand, bijvoorbeeld supergeleiding, antiferromagnetisme en 
metamagnetisme In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de aandacht gericht op de magneetveld-
geïnduceerde metamagnetische overgang van UPta, die optreedt bij 20 Τ Ofschoon 
er aanwijzingen zijn dat de overgang gerelateerd is aan het verbreken van antifer-
romagnetische correlaties wanneer een magneetveld wordt aangelegd, is noch het 
onderliggende mechanisme van de overgang, noch de hoge-veld toestand begrepen 
In een poging hierin opheldering te brengen hebben we SdH metingen uitgevoerd aan 
een ultra-puur éénkristal van UPts in magneetvelden tot 30 Τ Snelle veranderingen 
in het frequentiespectrum van de oscillaties in de buurt van 20 Τ duiden op sterke, 
met-lineaire magnetische opsplitsing van de energiebanden Niet-lmeaire opsplitsing 
is ook gezien voor velden die aanzienlijk hoger en lager zijn dan 20 T, echter het 
effect is zwakker Onder de metamagnetibche overgang is een Fermi oppervlak ge­
deelte waargenomen met een effectieve massa van 170 maal de vrije elektron massa, 
de grootste massa die ooit gemeten is Tenslotte is vastgesteld dat boven de over­
gang de massa's nog steeds erg groot zijn en dat lichte quasideeltjes, net als onder 
de overgang, volledig afwezig zijn 
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